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With no federal infrastructure
bill in sight, state and local
governments are grabbing
at any funding possible to
address our crumbling roads
and bridges.
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Know what you’re comparing when
you shop for truck insurance.
Sure, there are companies out there that will quote you low rates
for truck insurance. But, the lowest price doesn’t mean the best
protection for your business.
Thousands of owner-operators have learned
that OOIDA provides owner-operators
valuable insurance advice on protecting
their trucking operation and a comprehensive
range of coverage at competitive rates.
Understand what you’re getting when comparing truck insurance
quotes and let us show you advantages of insuring through OOIDA.
And remember – OOIDA is your Association. All revenues
generated through its insurance programs go towards helping OOIDA
defend your rights and lobby on behalf of your interests.

Find out how much OOIDA has to offer you and your business.
Call us at (800)

715-9369 for a truck insurance quote.

ooidatruckinsurance.com.
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The inmates are running the asylum
In the absence of order and
structure, chaos will thrive. That
succinctly describes life as we
know it when it comes to the
condition of our roads and bridges.
Every morning here at Land Line
Media HQ, the radio and magazine
staff gets together to pitch the
news that we will be covering on
the show and on the web. Lately,
I’m going to be honest, it’s been
pretty tough to sit through.
A day doesn’t go by without
multiple stories on states grappling
with finding ways to pay for
their deteriorating highway
infrastructure. It’s a universal
problem that has been around way
too long. And I, for one, am really
tired of hearing about it.
Problem is, when we hit a
collective fatigue on a subject and
start turning the channel or flipping
the page to something else, the
problem gets worse.
So, here we are with a decadeold problem that is hitting critical
mass. The federal government
isn’t fixing it, so every state in
the nation it seems is working on
the problem. Tolls, fuel taxes and
vehicle miles traveled taxes are all
on the table.
Welcome to the asylum where
every crazy idea is lauded as
inspired. We as taxpayers and
highway users owe it to ourselves
to get informed and get involved to
protect our own interests.
You truckers have the biggest
stake of all in this fight. Not only
are the highways your office,
10 LAND LINE

lawmakers are seeing you as the
cash cow they will hit hardest to
pay for their procrastination and
diversion-of-funding dilemma.
Staff Writer Tyson Fisher does a
bang up job, starting on Page 18,
telling you everything you need to
know.

Welcome to the
asylum where every
crazy idea is lauded
as inspired.
Now, none of that is to say the
solution will be simple.
Exhibit A starts on Page 48,
where I cover the OOIDA Board of
Directors spring meeting.
A little bit of need-to-know info
before I explain. In the board of
director’s oath, newly elected
or re-elected board members
swear that they will not be a
“rubber stamp.” The Association’s
leadership wants diverse points
of view from different operations
and perspectives. It helps shape
OOIDA’s position on various
issues.
There was a lot, and I mean a
lot, of talk about highway funding.
The coverage of the board meeting
will underscore how tough it will
be to find a universal solution at
the federal level and why we can’t
just say no to every idea that’s
presented.
Another example of chaos
prevailing when the inmates run

the asylum can be found starting
on Page 62.
When motor carriers present
owner-operators with a contract,
there are all sorts of craziness
that can lie within the print. And
there are plenty of terrible leasing
contracts out there that will have
you signing away your rights to
dang near everything. There are
leases designed to make owneroperators profit centers from
chargebacks.
Problem is, most of those leases
are in violation of the federal
leasing regulations. We break
down the top pitfalls in owneroperator leases so you can avoid
being preyed upon.
Tom Berg joins the Land Line
team and debuts in this issue. He’s
been a friend and mentor to me,
and I couldn’t be happier to have
him contributing to our efforts here
at Land Line.
He comes out with a piece where
he ran incognito as a CDL holder
through the recruiter gauntlet in
the nutty West Wing of the MidAmerica Trucking Show. His
mission was to go undercover and
basically get recruited. His report
starts on Page 64.
Circling back to the central
theme of abounding craziness,
I would be remiss if I did not
mention Staff Writer Wendy
Parker’s Strange Things and Filthy
Lies. Here’s the spoiler without
context: Genghis Khan and poop
in a box. It all, eventually, makes
sense on Page 88. LL
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OpEd

Opinion I Editorial

33-foot doubles? Not here. Not now.
FedEx, UPS, Amazon, and some LTL
carriers want the feds to allow the 33-foot
doubles that are legal in some states to be
John Bendel
CONTRIBUTING
used
nationwide. That would mean 5 more
EDITOR-AT-LARGE
feet of capacity over the current 28. More
freight and more revenue at little extra
expense for carriers.
Trouble is you can’t add capacity inside without
adding length outside. Since doubles necessarily travel
in twos, adding to each means an overall length increase
of 10 feet. Imagine asking Congress to increase the
53-foot semitrailer limit to 63 feet. Think you would get
anywhere? Neither do I.
Yet some lawmakers are listening. After all, 33-foot
proponents have arguments from experts, including
experienced truck safety consultants. To be sure, they do

Of course there would be savings.
But if they were as great as claimed,
why stop at 33 feet? Why not
40 feet? Why not 53? Because that
would be ridiculous, that’s why.
know what they’re talking about, but knowing the subject
and being right about policy are not the same thing.
In a 2017 transportation journal essay, one expert
calculated 33s would provide 18.6% more capacity, which
translates into 3.1 billion fewer truck miles, 255 million
fewer gallons of fuel and 2.9 million fewer tons of carbon
dioxide emissions. That would be like taking more than
half a million cars off of the road. Overall, he noted,
consumers would save $2.6 billion in delivery costs.
One consulting firm claimed 33s could reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 10% and highway congestion
by 14%.
Wow.
Extravagant extrapolations are often used to woo
lawmakers, but they rarely work out in reality, which
introduces variables not even experts can anticipate.
Anyone who has been in trucking for a while knows
about variables at a nearly instinctive level. Trucking is a
perpetual battle against fate itself. Even the variables have
variables.
12 LAND LINE

It’s important to understand that adding 5 feet doesn’t
mean that 5 feet will always be used. Loading trucks high
and tight depends on lots of, well, variables.
What kind of freight are we talking about? Is it heavy
stuff? If so, you might not fill all 33 feet in any case. Are
we talking about pallets or floor loads? Is it the kind of
freight LTLers call “misc” for miscellaneous? How does
the freight have to be loaded – in any order or in a routed
sequence? Who is loading the trailer? Efficiently loading
mixed freight is an art that comes only with experience.
Finally, does that trailer have to leave at a specific time? If
so, will it always be loaded out before that time arrives?
Calculating that extra 5 feet per trailer into 14% less
highway congestion is absolutely giddy. Of course there
would be savings. But if they were as great as claimed,
why stop at 33 feet? Why not 40 feet? Why not 53?
Because that would be ridiculous, that’s why. Long
combination vehicles may work on a Wyoming interstate,
though I’m sure they can be a pain in the ass even there
when you’re trying to pass them. Longer LCVs are already
legal in many sparsely populated states. The idea here is to
make them legal everywhere, even in the most populous
states. But conditions on, say, I-80 in Wyoming are not the
same as I-80 in New Jersey.
That’s why New Jersey and other crowded states didn’t
allow 28-foot doubles until the feds forced them in the
1980s. They’re still a bad idea. Now big trucking – though
not necessarily the truckload sector – wants to force 33s on
them.
But the costs would clearly outweigh the benefits,
even though those costs might not be calculated in truck
miles or fuel savings. Double 33s would impose costs
on the public, especially at highway entrances, exits, and
wherever lanes merge.
Road quality is deteriorating even as it carries more
traffic – sometimes more than it was designed for. Truck
traffic is so dense on some East Coast interstates it’s like
driving in one dreary, never-ending convoy.
More trucking efficiency pays, of course. That may
justify the massive investment in new power, digital
routing and freight handling technology we see today.
That’s how UPS, FedEx, and the others should reach
their efficiency goals – not by inflating their already fat
footprints on our roads.
And if there ever will be a time to do that, which I doubt,
it sure as hell isn’t now. LL
JUNE 2019

OpEd
Distracting those
injured by the distracted
A pair of bills in Louisiana aim to take the
distraction of billboards out of the crash
STAFF WRITER
equation.
“Was your pet weasel run over by a
distracted driver? Call the law firm of Rancid and Socket –
we care about weasels, because we ARE weasels! Write this
number down while you’re passing by at 68 mph, so you can
sue the pants off anything that has a pulse – and just in case
you didn’t take your eyes off
the road long enough when
you saw the word ‘weasel,’
we’re going to throw in a
giant 3D representation of
a weasel-loving weasel in a
bad suit!”
Well that makes sense.
“Ethel, hand me a pad
and pen and let me swerve
all over the road whilst
I’m taking down this
information. Better yet, I’ll
just snap a picture of it with
muh cello-phone for future reference. Stop screaming, Ethel,
I’m perfectly fine to drive and read and take pictures at the
same time. It ain’t the same as being distracted, woman. Only
pre-verts and mindless fool truck drivers get distracted.”
You’d think so if you believed the billboard ads in
Louisiana. To be fair, these billboards have become a staple
in every state – I’m just picking on Louisiana today. At least
they’re trying to clean it up.
I know I’m not alone in marveling at the diabolical nature
of highway lawyer billboards that advertise vengeance for
distracted driving crashes. These ambulance chasers are
literally creating their own victims by being as distracting as
possible. Not only is it infuriating to see some egghead lawyer
in a suit made by Baby Gap wearing white boxing gloves
to match his shiny court-shoes, it’s demeaning to the truck
Wendy Parker

TRUCKING
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HISTORY
JUNE 29, 1956
President Dwight Eisenhower signed
into law the Federal-Aid Highway
Act, which created a 41,000-mile
“National System of Interstate and
Defense Highways.”
JUNE 2019

drivers this fruitcake demonizes.
But, alas, this is a country in which we are able to push the
envelope far enough to get paper cuts on our eyeballs.
According to the website Fitsmallbusiness.com, traditional
billboard costs range from an average $250 per month in
rural areas to $1,500 to $4,000 in small to midsize cities, and
$14,000 or more in larger markets.
In turn, production for an advertisement on vinyl for a
14-foot by 48-foot bulletin billboard
requires almost 700 square feet of
material. The cost breaks down to
roughly 50 cents per square foot, or
$300 to $500 dollars.
Digital billboards can cost
advertisers $10,000 a month or
more, depending on the location.
The Out of Home Advertising
Association of America – yep they
have a trade group – estimates that
by 2021 the industry will rake in up
to $33 billion. Now that includes
bus wraps and the like too, but you
can bet that billboards make up a lot of that.
Suffice it to say that with 348,000 “more traditional”
displays throughout the U.S. and Canada and 3,200 digital
displays, the outdoor advertising players have plenty of
cheddar to throw around if they want to battle laws limiting
billboards.
Hence the reason something very simple, like limiting the
number of boards per square mile or infringing on anyone’s
feel-goods about their freedom of speech, is even further
complicated with money – and a lot of it.
This will be a fun one to hide and watch. Of course, for
litigation sake and all, I’ll only be watching when I’m sitting
in stand-still traffic underneath some “Golly-gee ain’t them
truckers a bunch of turds?” billboard, waiting for a mangled
wreck to be cleaned off the road. LL

JUNE 7, 2004
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled
in a unanimous decision that
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration was not required
to conduct a full environmental
impact study of Mexican trucks
operating within the United States
– thereby allowing their entry onto
U.S. highways.

JUNE 5, 2015
The Federal Highway Administration said in a report
that there was no need to increase current truck size
weight limits on America’s highways.
JUNE 29, 2018
The FMCSA proposed a change to the entry-level
driver training regulations that would make it easier to
upgrade a Class B CDL to a Class A. The rule is set to
go into effect Feb. 7, 2020. LL
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Do you plan to attend the Mid-America
Trucking Show this year?

Yes. If you are going to do a show, why not the big one? ....32%
I would rather go to smaller shows than the Big Kahuna .....10%
Don’t do any shows. ...................................................58%

During inspections, has hours-of-service compliance
been scrutinized as closely since ELDs became the
law of the land?
More scrutiny .............................................. 19%
Less scrutiny. .............................................. 44%
Have noticed no change ................................... 37%
What is your preferred social media app?

Instagram.................................................... 2%
Twitter ..................................................... 13%
Gab ......................................................... 2%
Facebook .................................................. 26%
YouTube ................................................... 13%
None ...................................................... 44%

Land Line offers polls on its website at LandLineMag.com
to gauge truckers’ opinions on issues of interest. Here are
some recent polls and their results.

)
)
)

Do you get paid for detention time
spent waiting to be loaded or unloaded?
I get no detention pay...................................... 33%
Sometimes I get detention pay ............................. 40%
I usually get detention pay ................................. 27%

Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao has said
hours of service regs are “inflexible” and that the
White House is reviewing a proposal. Do you think
change is coming?
Yes. Seems like the wind is blowing in the right direction ... 18%
Maybe. Believe it when we see it........................... 54%
No, not getting my hopes up............................... 28%
Now that Tax Day is behind us, did you have to
pay more because of the change in tax code
regarding per diem deductions?
Yes ........................................................ 40%
No......................................................... 31%
Not sure ................................................... 29%

Check out our polls on LandLineMag.com. To vote, click in one of the circles to indicate the answer that best fits your opinion.
When you click on “Vote,” the site will show you up-to-date results, with your opinion included.

We need you!
Join or renew today!
800-444-5791 or ooida.com
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For those who are avid readers of trucking industry
trade magazines, the name Tom Berg likely sounds very
familiar. That’s because he’s been around for a while and
knows his stuff. We’re really excited with the fact that Berg
has joined us over here at Land Line.
Tom worked his way
through college by driving
trucks. After graduation
in 1965 and two years in
the U.S. Army, he worked
in TV news and various
communication jobs. Since
1978, he’s been writing about
trucks and trucking. He holds
a Class A commercial driver’s
license and drives trucks as
part of story research. Berg
is semi-retired but still writes
about semis.
Lucky enough for us, he’s chosen to spend the nonsemi-retired part of his life writing for us as a contributing
editor. He appears a couple of places in this issue. One
is a technical piece on the tales your tire tread tells. In
the second article, he put on his secret agent hat at the
Mid-America Trucking Show and found out what recruiters
were willing to pay new drivers to sign on.
We’re happy to have his diverse knowledge of the
industry gracing the pages of Land Line and are sure
you’ll get a lot out of his reporting. LL
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C.R. England settles lease purchase lawsuit
Of course, they settle after tying people up for 10
years in court having them probably miss work
and everything else. What about all that time and money
wasted for them? All the mega carriers are the same and
need to be taken out so the smaller guys can control
what is done because (mega fleets) suck at it.
Dan McClain
Fleece-purchase is a joke and should be illegal.
Warren Beare
Trying to lease or buy a truck in your first year in the
business is a bad idea to start with. Get some experience
under your belt and some money in the bank first.
Nick Brock
OOIDA says GAO report confirms data doesn’t
back underride mandate
Here we go again. People cannot control their vehicles
and keep them on the road, so the trucking industry has
to add more weight to their trailers to keep the cars from
driving under the trailers.
Thomas A. Randall Sr.
Why should we pay for something that is caused by poor
driving on the part of the automobile?
John Sokol

JUNE 2019

States are going to pay for the wreckers to come pull you
off those RR crossing rises, then, if they get rid of the
clearance.
John Sigoski
Bill would repeal excise tax; OOIDA waits
to see offset
Toll roads will be the replacement. I cannot see them
giving away a cash cow without consequences.
Steven Johnson
I can see the day coming when your license plate has
a transponder and you can’t even drive on the street in
front of your house without paying a toll.
Dennis Whittington
Democrats, White House discuss ‘big and bold’
infrastructure bill
Not once was there any mention of roads.
Klaus Altringer
I just wonder where all my fuel tax dollars have gone.
Wade Jameson
Yeah, right. Been hearing that since before I was born.
Michael Harahuc
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The end

of the
road

With no federal
infrastructure bill in
sight, state and local
governments are grabbing
at any funding possible
to address our crumbling
roads and bridges.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

W

hen President Donald Trump was voted into
office, part of the agenda for his first 100 days
was to spur $1 trillion in infrastructure
investment over the span of a decade. Now more than two
years into Trump’s presidency, the nation’s infrastructure
is deteriorating as funding is drying up.
Many political pundits and columnists are quick to point
fingers when attempting to explain why an infrastructure
bill has not been introduced. This is futile considering that
infrastructure is one of those rare topics that is
historically, and still is, bipartisan.
Below is what’s at stake as Congress and the president
continue to grapple with infrastructure funding.

On April 30, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and
Senate Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer met with
Trump to talk exclusively about an infrastructure bill.
Nine people in the Trump camp, including Department of
Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao, were present.
Additionally, 10 more Democratic Congress members also
attended.
It was perhaps the most significant and meaningful
meeting regarding infrastructure since Trump has been in
office, signaling optimism that an infrastructure bill is
soon to come.
“We are very excited about the conversation we had
with the president to advance an agenda of that kind,”
Pelosi said after the meeting. “We did come to one
agreement, that the agreement would be big and bold.”
18 LAND LINE
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Pelosi and Schumer
meet with Trump

The public’s laissez-faire
approach to infrastructure
is one reason why this
can has been kicked
down the road for so long.
It’s not a sexy enough topic
for vote-seeking politicians
to waste their time with.

However, one problem
continued to linger after
the meeting: Where is the
money coming from?
Both the Democrats and
president agreed on the
amount needed –
$2 trillion.
“We told the president
that we needed his ideas
on funding, that the last
bill that he proposed,
which a) was smaller, but
b) took as much money
away – and the speaker
emphasized this – took as much money away as it put in,
wasn’t going to work. So, where does he propose that we
can fund this? Because certainly in the Senate, if we don’t
have him on board, it’ll be hard to get the Senate to go
along,” Schumer told the media following the meeting.
Trump has said before that $1 trillion is needed to fix the
nation’s infrastructure. Instead of the government
supplying 100% of the funding, Trump’s plan at the time
would only provide $200 billion, relying on state/local
governments and private investments to pick up the rest.
Now that the bill is up to $2 trillion, more questions have
been raised.

Fiscal year
2020 budget
In the short term, funding is not looking much better. In
March, Trump submitted his budget request for fiscal year
2020. The $4.7 trillion budget included a 22% reduction in
the Department of Transportation discretionary budget.
Trump’s budget request includes $21.4 billion in
discretionary funds for the U.S. DOT, nearly $6 billion
less than the 2019 discretionary estimate. The budget also
provides more than $62 billion in mandatory funds and
obligation limitations.
Keeping with the infrastructure funding proposal
mentioned above, Trump is asking Congress to approve
$200 billion for infrastructure investments.
House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
Chairman Peter DeFazio, D-Ore., is not satisfied with
Trump’s budget request.
“For starters, the president is recycling his alreadyrejected proposal to somehow turn $200 billion of federal
investment into $1 trillion for badly needed projects,”
DeFazio said in a statement. “On top of that, the president
JUNE 2019

is proposing cutting the
Department of
Transportation’s discretionary
funding by 22%, cutting half
of EPA’s Clean Water
infrastructure financing and
drastically reducing funding
for the clean water program,
all while slashing the Army
Corps’ budget by nearly a
third.”
This only brings us back to
Point A, and indicates that if
Trump suggests any similar
funding mechanism in any
future infrastructure bill, consider that bill dead on arrival.
In April, Chao addressed concerns regarding budget cuts
during a House Transportation, and Housing and Urban
Development subcommittee hearing about the DOT’s
budget request.
“Some have noted that the president’s 2020 budget
request is about 20% less than the 2019 enacted
appropriations for discretionary programs,” Chao said.
“While this is technically true for a relatively small subset
of the budget, it is misleading and does not tell the whole
story.”
Chao went on to explain that when comparing the
president’s budget request for 2019 and 2020, the latter
actually provides an overall 8.9% increase. Compared to
the 2017 enacted level, prior to the budget cap deal
increases, the overall increase for 2020 is almost 8%.
Committee on Appropriations Chairwoman Nita Lowey,
D-N.Y., noted that Congress has had to step up to the plate
because of cuts from President Donald Trump’s
administration.
“Frankly, I am unimpressed by your budget request,”
Lowey said. “Twice, the administration has proposed cuts
that would shortchange our national infrastructure, and
twice Congress has responded by passing responsible
funding levels. Please do better next time.”
Lowey’s statement is a nice segue to another element of
an infrastructure bill: What do we do in the meantime?

States seek money
wherever they can
While the federal government continues to linger on the
subject, state governments are realizing they cannot
afford to wait any longer. Ironically, not having money
Continued on Page 20
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Gov. Ralph Northam originally had a toll plan. The
latest bill has completely abandoned that idea and
replaced it with a fuel tax increase. Essentially, Virginia
is throwing every option at the wall until one of them
sticks.

From Page 19

is costing more money.
Land Line State Legislative Editor Keith Goble
reported in April that 10 states have either raised fuel
taxes or are pursuing a higher fuel tax. Alabama has
raised its gas tax by 10 cents, Arkansas by 3 cents, and
Ohio by 10.5 cents. For diesel taxes in those states,
Arkansas’ will increase by 6 cents, Ohio’s by 19 cents,
and Alabama’s diesel tax increase will be consistent
with its gas tax increase at 10 cents. Seven more states
are considering bills with similar fuel tax increases.
Other states are taking a different approach. More
specifically, tolls.
Connecticut is in the middle of a partisan standoff to
fund infrastructure projects. State Democrats want to
introduce a tolling bill that will generate $800 million a
year specifically for infrastructure. However,
Republicans are calling it a “desperate attempt” to get
the plan back on track after anti-toll protests have
broken out.
Maryland wants to widen the Capital Beltway,
Interstate 270 and B-W Parkway. This is not sitting well
with some Democrat D.C. councilmembers, who
introduced a resolution bill urging Maryland Gov. Larry
Hogan to reconsider.
What’s odd is that the tables have turned in the
Maryland/D.C. situation compared with Connecticut.
Essentially, Democrats are opposing a Republican-led
toll. This again highlights that infrastructure is
bipartisan.
Indiana and Rhode Island each implemented a truckonly toll last year. Rates at existing toll roads across the
country are increasing.
Meanwhile, Virginia has pitched both fuel taxes and
tolls for funding its Interstate 81 improvement plan.
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Even though states are scraping the bottom of the barrel
for loose change or digging deeper into motorists’
pockets, it does not change the fact that a bulk of
funding needs to come from Uncle Sam.
Despite the fact that 30 states in the past six years
have reformed or raised fuel taxes, the federal
government hasn’t touched its fuel tax rate since 1993.
That’s more than a quarter of a century.
Todd Spencer, president of the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association, recognizes how this
has led to states resorting to desperate measures.
“It’s frustrating for you, and it’s frustrating for our
folks talking to lawmakers. We have had these
conversations, over and over and over,” Spencer said
during the spring OOIDA board meeting. “After 25
years of not doing anything, we need to get together or
even more states will look to tolls.”
Tom Smith, executive director of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, echoed the need to increase
the fuel tax on NPR’s “Morning Edition.” Smith pointed
out that people who use infrastructure have to pay for it,
acknowledging the idea that this may require a “culture
change.”
ASCE’s last report gave the nation’s infrastructure
rating of a D-plus. Smith emphasized that any hope to
fix this poor grade will have to come from the
metaphorical tutoring of the federal government.
“It requires an investment and leadership by the
federal government, and also investment by state and
local government and the private sector,” Smith told
NPR. “Those are all the tools in the tool box that all
need to be utilized to solve this problem, but it starts
with leadership from the federal government.”
And that’s not lost on the general public. Smith also
pointed out that infrastructure is one of the top issues
on voters’ minds. A Pew Research study asked voters
whether or not they would increase, decrease or keep
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Recent reports highlight
need for federal funding

Out of 18 policy issues,
only 45% believe
transportation should be
a top priority for Trump
and Congress this year.
spending the same on a variety of issues. Education and
veteran benefits led the poll with the highest percentage
wanting an increase in funding, with 72% in favor for
each topic. Right behind in third place was rebuilding
highways and bridges, with 62% of Americans in favor of
increasing spending to accomplish just that.
On the other hand, a different Pew Research study
conducted in February asked voters about their policy
priorities. Out of 18 policy issues, only 45% believe
transportation should be a top priority for Trump and
Congress this year. That is third from last, only behind
climate change and global trade.
Although Americans firmly believe that infrastructure
and transportation are important issues that needs more
funding, when it comes down to it, they have other things
to worry about. The public’s laissez-faire approach to
infrastructure is one reason why this can has been kicked
down the road for so long. It’s not a sexy enough topic
for vote-seeking politicians to waste their time with.
Meanwhile, the situation is only getting worse.
The American Road and Transportation Builders
Association’s sixth annual bridge report found more than
47,000 bridges were classified as structurally deficient.
Although the number of structurally deficient bridges has
been declining each year since at least 2014, the rate of
improvements in 2018 slowed to a crawl.
Compared to the previous year, structurally deficient
bridges declined by 0.1%. The decline was more rapid in
2015 (minus 0.4%) and 2016 (minus 0.4%) before
slowing down in 2017 (minus 0.2%) and 2018 (minus
0.1%). This slowdown correlates with the draining of
federal infrastructure funds.
Also worth noting: Look for talks about a vehiclemiles-traveled tax to replace the fuel tax. That won’t
happen soon. However, not only did Smith suggest the
idea, but it has been brought up during Congressional
hearings numerous times in the past year alone. Don’t be
surprised if a vehicle miles traveled tax nationwide pilot
program makes its way into White House discussions and
any subsequent bill. LL
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Stats on younger drivers
punch holes in DRIVE-Safe Act
OOIDA Foundation says numbers
don’t support legislation putting
under-21 drivers behind the wheel in
interstate trucking.
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

While some lawmakers are pushing a bill that would allow
18- to 20-year-old drivers to operate a commercial motor
vehicle in interstate commerce, the numbers show little
support for the idea.
Younger truck drivers are more likely to receive a traffic
conviction or violation, the OOIDA Foundation has found.
Using the American Transportation Research Institute’s
study “Predicting Truck Crash Involvement 2018,” drivers
aged 20-39 were the group most likely to be involved in a
crash.
Statistics for violations and convictions were taken from
Motor Carrier Management Information System inspection
and crash data, along with Commercial Driver’s License
Information System conviction data, from 2013. From Jan.
1, 2013, until Dec. 31, 2014, the drivers in this analysis
were involved in 31,098 FMCSA reported crashes.
“For the 11 conviction categories predicted to more
likely be involved in future crashes, drivers between
the ages of 20 and 39 had the highest percentage in all
categories,” the OOIDA Foundation wrote in its one-pager
on the topic.

The 11 conviction categories and the ages
most likely to have a conviction are:
Improper lane/location – 25-34.
Reckless/careless/inattentive – 20-29.
Improper/erratic lane changes – 25-29 and 75-79.
Improper turn convictions – 25-34.
Following too closely – 20-34.
Drivers with any conviction – 20-34.
Speeding by 15 mph or more – 20-34.
Speeding by 1-15 mph – 20-29.
Driving too fast for conditions – 20-24.
Failure to obey stop sign – 25-39.
Failure to obey traffic signal – 25-39 and 80-84.

The 10 violation categories and the ages
most likely to have a violation are:
Improper lane change – 75-79.
Hours-of-service violations – 20-34.
False or no log book (pre-ELD mandate) – 20-29.
Speeding violations – 80-89.
Disqualified driver – 25-39.
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Any moving violation – 25-29 and 80-84.
Failure to obey traffic control device – 20-34.
Out of service – 85-89.
Seat belt – 20-24.
Size and weight – 20-29 and 80-84.

The OOIDA Foundation said the numbers go against the
DRIVE-Safe Act, which would allow 18- to 20-year-old
truckers to drive across state lines.
“These facts do not support the case for allowing
younger drivers to drive in interstate commerce,” the
OOIDA Foundation wrote.
The catalyst for the DRIVE-Safe Act has been the
American Trucking Associations’ claim of a driver
shortage. However, OOIDA has long claimed that there
is no driver shortage. Recently, a federal report affirmed
OOIDA’s stance.
The report by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics argues
that the truck driver market is working just as well as other
blue-collar job markets, which can be solved by increasing
wages.
BLS concluded that the evidence does not support the
theory of a labor shortage within the trucking industry
and that increasing wages could alleviate any issues with
recruitment and retention.
“Younger drivers – especially teenagers – generally lack
the maturity and experience to operate a commercial motor
vehicle at the safest levels,” OOIDA President and CEO
Todd Spencer wrote in a letter to lawmakers in February.
“Research consistently concludes that commercial motor
vehicle drivers under the age of 21 are more likely to be
involved in crashes. In some states, teenagers entering the
apprentice program created by the legislation would have
only recently received a full driver’s license to operate an
automobile, let alone a commercial motor vehicle.”
Without a driver shortage, there appears to be little
reason to begin allowing 18- to 20-year-old truckers to
drive interstate.
“For decades, our country’s largest motor carriers and
the trade associations in Washington, D.C., that represent
them have touted the myth of a driver shortage as a means
to promote policies designed to maintain the cheapest
labor supply possible,” Spencer wrote.
“Experience tells us many of those entities pushing for
a change in the current minimum-age requirement would
simply use it to take advantage of a new pool of drivers
– teenagers, who would be subjected to poor working
conditions, predatory lease-to-own schemes, and woefully
inadequate compensation.” LL
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FMCSA eyes June 7 to publish
proposed changes to hours of service
By Land Line staff

The plan is for the public to get its first glimpse of the
proposed changes to the hours-of-service regulations on
June 7, followed by a short comment period.
According to a monthly report released by the
Department of Transportation, the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration is hoping to make good
on its promise to move quickly on HOS revisions.
The report states agency officials project the notice
of proposed rulemaking will publish in the Federal
Register on June 7, followed by a 49-day comment
period scheduled to conclude on July 26.
The proposed rule is still under review at the White
House Office of Management and Budget. The monthly
report suggesting a June 7 publication date is not set
in stone. Frequently, scheduling mentioned in monthly
reports changes.
At this stage in the process, when the rule publishes
relies heavily on if and when OMB clears the rule.
It is rare for a rule to be sent back to an agency for
revisions, but it can happen.
Regardless, the report shows that FMCSA is
optimistic and keeping its foot on the gas toward some
sort of HOS reform.
FMCSA Administrator Ray Martinez has been very
direct in repeated comments that he understands the
hours-of-service regulations are a problem, and he
wants to move “expeditiously” to get reforms in place.
The report does not shed light on what is in the
proposed rule. Only after it is published will the public
be able to review the proposed changes.
The proposed changes rulemaking, in part, is in
response to a petition from the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association seeking changes to the
regulations.
The agency initially planned to address:
n Expanding the current 100 air-mile “short-haul”
exemption from 12 hours on duty to 14 hours on
duty, in order to be consistent with the rules for
long-haul truck drivers.
n Extending the current 14-hour on-duty limitation
by up to two hours when a truck driver encounters
adverse driving conditions.
n Revising the current mandatory 30-minute break for
truck drivers after eight hours of continuous driving.
n Reinstating the option for splitting up the required
10-hour off-duty rest break for drivers operating
trucks that are equipped with a sleeper-berth
compartment. LL
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Pair of bills would reverse per diem changes to tax code
By Mark Schremmer,
associate editor

Lawmakers recently introduced
bills in the U.S. House and
Senate aimed at reversing per
diem changes to the tax code
that affected employee truck
drivers.
Many company drivers
received higher tax bills this year after the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017 eliminated employee drivers’ ability to
deduct 80% of up to $63 in daily expenses for meals on
the road.
On April 4, Rep. Conor Lamb, D-Pa., introduced the
Tax Fairness for Workers Act, or HB2103, which would
“amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow an
above-the-line deduction for union dues and expenses and
to allow a miscellaneous itemized deduction for workers
for all unreimbursed expenses incurred in the trade or
business of being an employee.” A companion bill, S1026,

was introduced by Sen. Robert Casey Jr. on the same day.
The Senate version was referred to the Committee on
Finance, and the House bill was referred to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
Stuart Hochfelder, an OOIDA life member from
Bourbonnais, Ill., has been a company driver for years and
says he was shocked by his tax returns this year.
“With the tax cut, I knew I was going to run into a
payment to the IRS,” Hochfelder told Land Line Now’s
Terry Scruton. “I didn’t know how deep it was until we did
the final numbers. With them taking away the per diem, I
wound up paying the federal $7,125. I live in the state of
Illinois, and I wound up paying them $33. It had a huge
impact on my personal savings and retirement, having to
come up with that kind of money.”
Hochfelder said his past tax returns have typically
resulted in a federal payment of $300 to $500.
In January, OOIDA sent a letter to the leadership of the
Senate Committee on Finance and the House Ways and
Means Committee outlining its concerns about eliminating
the per diem for employee drivers. LL

USMCA could add 176,000 jobs and raise GDP by $68.2B

GDP
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

The U.S. International Trade
Commission released its much
anticipated analysis of NAFTA
2.0, formally known as the U.S.Mexico-Canada Trade Agreement or
USMCA. In short, the commission
found USMCA will yield a
positive effect on U.S. GDP and
employment, albeit a small one.
On April 18, the International
Trade Commission published its
nearly 400-page report detailing the
likely effects of USMCA if it were
to be implemented. The analysis will
likely guide Congress when the issue
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comes to a vote.
At the larger scope, the analysis
estimates that USMCA would raise
U.S. GDP by $68.2 billion or 0.35%.
Employment in the U.S. would
increase by 176,000 jobs or 0.12%,
with 28,000 full-time jobs in the
automotive industry alone.
U.S. exports to Canada would
increase by $19.1 billion (5.9%) and
to Mexico by $14.2 billion (6.7%).
U.S. imports from Canada would
increase by $19.1 billion (4.8%) and
to Mexico by $12.4 billion (3.8%).
The issue of cross-border trucking
was briefly discussed in the analysis.
One provision in the USMCA
essentially restricts Mexican carriers
to the border commercial zones.
Industry stakeholders in the U.S.
argue that such restrictions on
Mexican long-haul trucking services
would result in the U.S. trucking
industry being more competitive.
Countering that, some critics say the
restrictions “may invite retaliation by

Mexico and thus undermine future
U.S. negotiations to further liberalize
cross-border services trade with
Mexico,” according to the report.
USMCA will give the U.S. power
regarding the supply of trucking
services by Mexican firms within the
United States. One provision allows
the U.S. to restrict Mexican trucks in
the event of “material harm” to U.S.
trucking suppliers, operators and
drivers. To date, only 35 Mexican
carriers are authorized to provide
long-haul services within the U.S.
Some question the impact of this
provision.
“Some industry representatives
question the usefulness of including
a provision to increase limits on the
relatively small number of Mexican
trucking firms in the United States,”
the report states. “They indicate that
doing so may, in fact, discourage
further negotiations to open U.S.
cross-border services trade with
Mexico.” LL
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Bill would repeal federal excise tax;
OOIDA waits to see offset
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Rep. Doug LaMalfa, R-Calif., has resumed his efforts to
repeal the federal excise tax on heavy-duty trucks and
trailers.
On April 29, LaMalfa introduced the Modern, Clean, and
Safe Trucks Act, or HR2381, which aims “to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to repeal the excise tax on
heavy trucks and trailers, and for other purposes.”
The bill said that the 12 percent tax on heavy trucks,
tractors, and trailers is the highest percentage rate of any
federal ad valorem excise tax.
“When the FET was introduced over 100 years ago,
it was to help pay the costs of fighting World War I,”
LaMalfa wrote in a news release. “Today, it has quadrupled
from 3% to 12%, and the Ottoman Empire is no longer
around. It’s an outdated and unnecessary barrier that
discourages truck buyers from upgrading to more modern,
cleaner and safer vehicles.”
LaMalfa also attempted to remove the tax with a
previous bill in 2017. Earlier this year, American Truck
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Dealers launched a coalition called Modernize the Truck
Fleet with the goal of eliminating the tax.
After the coalition was launched in January, the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers Association said it was not
opposed to the repeal but that the Association wants to
know where lawmakers will turn to find the lost revenue if
the federal excise tax is eliminated.
“OOIDA isn’t opposed to repealing the FET, but
Congress must identify an offset first. Meaning, repealing
the FET would create a reduction in tax revenue that would
need to be replaced somehow,” said Mike Matousek,
OOIDA’s manager of government affairs. “We will remain
neutral until an offset is identified and until we know
exactly how the offset would impact our members.”
The coalition for the repeal includes ATD, Truck and
Engine Manufacturers Association, Navistar, Paccar, Volvo,
Cummins, NTEA, and the Truck Renting and Leasing
Association.
Co-sponsors of LaMalfa’s bill are Reps. Collin Peterson,
D-Minn., Tom O’Halleran, D-Ariz., Greg Pence, R-Ind.,
and Henry Cuellar, D-Texas. LL
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House subcommittee discusses
hours of service, sleep apnea
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

Answering a question from Rep.
Rob Woodall, R-Ga., Homendy also
said the NTSB is generally not in
Reducing the number of highway
favor of any exemptions or exceptions
fatality crashes was the focus
to the hours-of-service rules.
of a House Transportation and
“We do support science-based
Infrastructure subcommittee meeting
hours of service standards, and we
on April 9 in Washington, D.C.
don’t support exemptions to those
Citing statistics from the
standards,” she said. “We believe
National Highway Traffic Safety
people should have adequate rest.
Administration, Del. Eleanor Holmes
We don’t support allowing them to
Norton, D-Washington, D.C., said
continue driving if they are
not fit for duty. We would
not support less off-duty
“Most of the crashes that are
time and more work time.”
occurring are directly related to
Homendy’s strong
bad behavior by the participants,
stance regarding hourswhether it be a pedestrian,
of-service regulations
is especially interesting
a bicyclist or some motorists.
when you consider that
Very few of them are related to
U.S. Department of
mechanical issues. People make
Transportation Secretary
Elaine Chao told truck
bad choices, and people get hurt.”
drivers in March at the
– Michael Brown, chief of police
Mid-America Trucking
for Alexandria, Va.
Show that a notice of
proposed rulemaking for
hours-of-service reform was on its
there were 37,133 fatalities on U.S.
way.
roadways in 2017.
The proposal, which promised to
“We need to improve how we
give truck drivers more flexibility
design our transportation networks,”
within the hours of service, was sent
Holmes Norton said. “We need to
to the White House for review in
improve how we educate the users
March.
of those networks. And we need
“You wanted flexibility. We
to improve how we enforce the
listened,” Chao told the attendees at
strategies that we claim will save
MATS.
lives.”
Homendy also spoke in opposition
While only 4,455 of the fatality
of the decision by the Federal Motor
crashes in 2017 involved large trucks
Carrier Safety Administration and the
or buses, the subcommittee discussed
Federal Railroad Administration to
such truck-related issues as hours
not move forward on a rulemaking
of service, speed limiters and sleep
mandating sleep apnea testing.
apnea testing.
“It’s a significant issue,” she said.
Testifying at the hearing, National
“We’ve investigated a number of
Transportation Safety Board member
accidents involving fatigued drivers,
Jennifer Homendy said she believed
whether it’s a motor vehicle, a large
collision avoidance systems and
truck, or in the rail industry. We’ve
speed limiters are effective ways to
issued a number of recommendations
reduce highway fatalities.
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on the screening, diagnosis and
treatment for sleep disorders like
sleep apnea. We are pushing that
FMCSA and FRA adequately address
this and issue a rulemaking to require
screening, diagnosis and treatment.”
The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association opposes many of
the NTSB’s safety recommendations.
OOIDA contends that there is
insufficient data to link sleep apnea to
an increase in crashes and that speed
limiters would lead to a decrease
in highway safety because cars and
trucks would be traveling at different
speeds.
Michael Brown, chief of police for
Alexandria, Va., testified that human
error is the main reason for crashes.
“Most of the crashes that are
occurring are directly related to bad
behavior by the participants whether
it be a pedestrian, a bicyclist or some
motorists,” Brown said. “Very few of
them are related to mechanical issues.
People make bad choices, and people
get hurt.”
Brown said distracted driving was
a big factor. Specifically for truck
drivers, Brown said distractions
can be caused by working on the
truck’s electronic logging device.
The comment was an intriguing
one as ELDs, which track a driver’s
hours of service, became mandated
in December 2017 and were touted
as a way to boost safety. Preliminary
statistics indicate that the ELD
mandate has not reduced crashes.
A 41-page study conducted
by Northeastern University, the
University of Arkansas and Michigan
State University showed that the
number of weekly truck crashes
reported in the study went from
1,717 before the ELD mandate to
1,912 during the light enforcement
period and then to 1,703 after strict
enforcement began. LL
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OOIDA says GAO report confirms facts don’t back underride mandate
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

In response to the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s
46-page report on truck underride guards, the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers Association said the facts
don’t justify a mandate.
OOIDA, which is opposed to the Stop Underrides Act,
was one of the dozens of stakeholders who participated in
the report.
“As part of the report, OOIDA conveyed to GAO that
there’s not enough data to justify what the Stop Underrides
Act would mandate on virtually every tractor-trailer in the
United States,” said Mike Matousek, OOIDA’s manager of
government affairs. “OOIDA has never been opposed to
practical and cost-effective solutions that improve highway
safety, but the Stop Underrides Act doesn’t fit in either
category.”
The report, which was released on April 15, made four
recommendations:
n The administrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration should help provide a standardized
definition of underride crashes and to include underride
as a recommended data field.
n The NHTSA administrator should provide information to
state and local police departments on how to identify
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and record underride crashes.

n The administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration should revise the agency’s regulations
to require that rear guards are inspected during
commercial vehicle annual inspections.
n The NHTSA administrator should conduct additional
research on side underride guards to better understand
the overall effectiveness and cost associated with these
guards and, if warranted, develop standards for their
implementation.

Other key findings from the report include that about
95% of all newly manufactured trailers already meet
the proposed requirements for rear guards, and that
manufacturers told GAO that they would be unlikely to
move forward with the development of side underride
guards without research that determines the effectiveness
and cost of the guards.
In March, lawmakers in the House and Senate introduced
the Stop Underrides Act, which would require tractortrailers to have underride guards on the sides and front.
According to the GAO report, less than 1% of the total
number of traffic fatalities from 2008 through 2017
involved underride crashes.
OOIDA has called a mandate of underride guards costly
and impractical. LL
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States continue efforts
to end time changes
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

L

egislative efforts underway
in Washington, D.C., and at
statehouses across the country would
open the door to allowing states to act
on their own for time changes.
The issue has gained steam in
recent years. Political figures from
both sides of the aisle have expressed
support to do away with the twiceannual time switch. As a result,
officials in at least 30 statehouses
this year have discussed or are
discussing legislation to end time
changes. Among the reasons given for
abandoning time switches is traffic
safety.
Currently, Arizona and Hawaii
are the lone states not to take part in
time changes. The two states do not
recognize daylight saving time.
In addition, Alabama and
Florida acted last year to adopt
year-round DST. However, the states
cannot make the shift unless Congress
changes federal law.
Federal law does not require states
to observe DST, but if they choose
to follow the time change they must
adhere to the dates set.
The U.S. Department of
Transportation states that DST is
observed because it saves energy,
saves lives and prevents traffic
injuries, and reduces crime.
Critics counter the time changes
may have been useful for some
during a bygone era but it provides
little if any real benefit.
Among the factors cited for doing
away with time changes is vehicle
crashes.

Federal action
In Congress, U.S. Sen. Marco Rubio,
R-Fla., and Rep. Vern Buchanan,
R-Fla., introduced the Sunshine
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Protection Act to recognize daylight
saving time all year for the entire
country.

State action
At the state level, the Washington
Legislature has taken action to
advance a bill to the governor to

n
n
n
n
n

States
States
States
States
States

have Congress authorize the state’s
observance of year-round Pacific
Daylight Time.
Across the state line in Oregon,
a bill that has the backing of Gov.
Kate Brown would abolish time
changes to maintain DST throughout
the year. The portion of the state in
the Mountain Time Zone (Malheur
County) would be exempted from
permanent daylight time.
In addition to the necessary
approval from Congress for the
change to take effect in Oregon,
the bill requires Washington and
California to agree to the switch.
With the backing of California
voters in November 2018,
Assemblyman Kansen Chu, D-San

Jose, has a bill to do away with time
changes in the state.
Voters approved a ballot question
last fall authorizing the Legislature
to take action to eliminate the time
switch and potentially make the move
to DST all year.
Chu’s bill must receive two-thirds

to approve year-round DST
to pursue year-round DST
to pursue dropping DST
with bills on both sides of issue
to pursue change to time zone(s)

support in both statehouse chambers
for passage. Gov. Gavin Newsom also
must endorse the change.
If the above steps are taken, federal
authorization would be the final phase
necessary to make the change.
In Arkansas, House lawmakers
have approved a resolution that calls
for the state to permanently observe
DST.
HR1034 does include one caveat. In
addition to needing federal approval,
the switch would be contingent on
Arkansas’ six neighboring states also
making the change.
The time change issue has moved
to the Tennessee governor’s
desk. SB1100 calls for the General
Assembly to adopt year-round
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observance of DST once the feds give
the go-ahead to act.
One Texas measure would start
the process to allow voters to indicate
whether the state should observe time
changes.
The House-approved legislation,
HJR117, would amend the state’s
Constitution to authorize the
Legislature to place the question on
statewide ballots. The resolution has
moved to the Senate.
The full House could soon take up
for consideration enabling legislation,
HB3784, to put the time change
question on upcoming fall ballots.
Legislative efforts in the Carolinas
pursue the same rule change.
The North Carolina House
voted in support of legislation to avoid
the twice-annual time change. Instead,
HB350 would keep the Tar Heel State
on DST all year.
The bill has moved to the Senate for
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further consideration.
In neighboring South Carolina,
S11 states that if Congress amends
U.S. code to allow states to observe
year-round DST it is the intent of the
Legislature for “daylight saving time
to be the year-round standard time.”
The Senate unanimously approved
the bill. It awaits further consideration
in the House.
An omnibus bill headed to the
Minnesota governor includes
a paragraph to adopt DST all year.
SF2227 acknowledges that Congress
first must authorize the state to act.
An Ohio Senate bill would align
the state’s clocks with DST yearround.
During testimony to a Senate
committee, Sen. Kristina Roegner,
R-Hudson, said that biannual time
changes have a negative effect on
driving.
“We have found that biannual time

changes have been shown to endanger
the lives of drivers due to sleep
deprivation.”
Legislative efforts underway in
Delaware and New Hampshire would
remove the states from Eastern
Standard Time – effectively adopting
yearlong DST.
The New Hampshire House
has acted to approve a bill to convert
the state to Atlantic Standard Time all
year. HB567 contains a requirement
that Maine and Massachusetts also
make the change to take effect in New
Hampshire. A proposed amendment to
include Vermont was rejected by the
New Hampshire House.
A newly introduced bill in
Delaware would have the state
adopt Atlantic Standard Time.
SB73 specifies that Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Maryland must also
adopt the change for Delaware to
make the switch. LL
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Ticket camera rule changes
approved, pursued in several states
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

State legislatures around the country
continue to discuss and take action
on the use of automated cameras to
ticket drivers.
More than 500 communities
around the country employ the use
of red-light or speed cameras to nab
drivers who disobey traffic rules,
the Insurance Institute of Highway
Safety reports.
OOIDA officials say the focus
on the revenue-generating devices
ignores the more logical and
reasoned approach to roads and
traffic: keep traffic moving in as safe
a manner as possible.
Pennsylvania is one of the most
recent states to take action on the
issue. Effective this fall, speed
cameras can be posted in active work
zones on interstates and federal aid
highways.
The 2018 law permits a fiveyear pilot program enabling the
Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation and the Turnpike
Commission to post speed cameras
along affected roadways.
Advocates said changes are needed
to driver behavior in work zones,
and motorists need to be reminded to
slow down in affected areas.
In addition, a legislative analysis
reports the cameras could raise
in excess of $30 million annually
with the state’s take being allotted
to the Pennsylvania State Police,
PennDOT, Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commission, and Motor License
Fund.
Opponents said instead of resorting
to automated enforcement cameras
they would rather see police officers
posted in work zones. They also
note that officers can monitor other
dangerous driving behaviors.
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The issue of automated cameras
used to ticket drivers is a continuing
topic at statehouses from Maryland
to Hawaii. Below is a sampling of
legislation being followed by Land
Line.

The year-old law permits one
speed camera along Route 210
in Prince George County at the
intersection with Old Fort Road.
HB187 would expand the rule to
apply to any intersection on Route
210 in Prince George County.

Hawaii
The Legislature has sent to the
governor’s desk a bill that could
complicate enactment of red-light
camera enforcement systems for
counties.
SB663 calls for setting up a
committee to develop policies for
counties to follow before the ticket
devices can be installed along their
streets. The same requirement would
be applied for the city of Honolulu.

Maryland
One year after Gov. Larry Hogan
signed into law a bill to authorize
the Fort Washington area to use one
speed camera on state Route 210, or
Indian Head Highway, another bill
headed to his desk would revise the
rule.
Maryland law now limits use
of speed cameras along state
highway work zones and in school
zones. Montgomery County is
also permitted to use the ticketing
mechanism in residential areas.

North Carolina
One House-approved bill would
revise rules on the use of red-light
cameras in multiple Cumberland
County locales.
State law already permits 19
cities around the state and the
municipalities in Union County to
use the ticket cameras.
H105 would permit the towns of
Hope Mills and Spring Lake to use
red-light cameras.
Fine amounts in the two towns,
and in the city of Fayetteville,
would be set at $100 – up from the
current $75 fine. The remaining
communities would continue to
collect $75 fines.

Ohio
Gov. Mike DeWine has signed
into law a two-year, $8 billion
transportation budget. Among the
issues addressed in the budget is use
of ticket cameras.
One provision in the bill is
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intended to discourage local
governments’ use of red-light and
speed cameras. Specifically, the state
can withhold tax-revenue-sharing
funds from locales that employ the
automated ticketing devices.
Cities that issue citations from
camera enforcement systems would
be responsible for paying court costs
and fees, even when a city wins an
appeal. Previously, vehicle owners
were on the hook for the costs.

Oklahoma
A bill advancing through the
statehouse covers the use of redlight cameras. Currently, there is no
community in the state that employs
the ticketing mechanism.
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Senate lawmakers voted to
approve one bill to prohibit the
use of the cameras for all law
enforcement agencies in the state.
SB260 is likely headed to the House
floor for further consideration.

Texas
A slew of Texas legislators have
introduced bills this year that address
the use of automated enforcement
throughout the state.
According to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety, there
are 54 communities throughout
Texas that employ red-light cameras.
At least six towns have outlawed use
of automated ticketing programs.
Currently, fines for running red

lights at monitored intersections in
the Lone Star State cannot exceed
$75. Failure to pay can result
in offenders being barred from
renewing their vehicle registration.
The lone bill on the issue to
advance for a possible floor vote
is intended to take any remaining
teeth out of the law. HB901 would
prevent county officals and the Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles from
refusing to register motor vehicles,
or transfer vehicle title because of
unpaid camera tickets.
Advocates say withholding
registration adversely affects the
state and a county’s revenue stream
for road and bridge maintenance all
so a civil fine owed to a municipality
could be collected. LL
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Funding feud
Connecticut Dems want to toll roads for
funding, while Republicans want to use bonds.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

n April, Connecticut Gov. Ned Lamont and fellow
Democratic lawmakers went into detail about their
proposal to fund infrastructure projects. Republicans
called it a “desperate attempt” to get the plan back on
track after anti-toll protests broke out.

I

Democrat toll plan
Sen. Carlo Leone, chairman of the transportation
committee, said that after analyzing all the data and
public input, Democrats have a tolling proposal for a
dedicated revenue stream. Currently, there are three
bills addressing infrastructure funding. Leone said
lawmakers are mulling them over with the goal of
coming up with one bill to vote on.
According to Rep. Roland Lemar, co-chairman of the
transportation committee, the tolling plan will generate
$800 million a year specifically for infrastructure
projects.
“When we talk
“The underlying fear is the
about tolling,
we’re not talking
tax monster, which is the
about something
toll tax monster,” Senate
we all want to do
Minority Leader Len Fasano because we need
said. “That still sends
to pay the bills,”
Lemar said.
goosebumps when I hear
“We’re talking
them talking about it.”
about the future
of our state.”
Democrats criticize the Republicans’ plan to use
bonds to fund infrastructure. Under the tolling plan,
Democrats claim that 40% of the toll revenue will
come from out-of-state residents, as opposed to the
100% of funding from Connecticut residents under the
Republican bond plan.
“Allowing 40% of our transportation infrastructure
costs to be paid for by out-of-state residents who are
driving on our roads every day is the right choice for
paying for our needs,” Lemar said.
Lamont said there will be no more than 50 gantries.
That is a reduction from the 82 gantries suggested in
a study published last November. Lamont also said
the gantries would be on no more than the four major
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thruways identified: I-84, I-91, I-95 and Route 15.
Furthermore, gantries will be placed approximately
every six to seven miles.
When asked how much more truckers will pay,
Connecticut DOT Commissioner Joseph Giulietti said
the idea of four times more is “in the right ballpark,”
because it would be proportional to the additional wear
and tear. However, Giulietti could not provide specifics
on pricing before receiving federal approval.
Republican response
Republicans did not approve of the toll proposal.
Senate Minority Leader Len Fasano said the
Democrats have no plan. Fasano pointed out the
proposal’s backers have no idea how much it is going to
charge and who it will charge. Essentially, he contends
that the toll plan lacks important pricing details.
“I think it speaks to the tone deafness that the
governor’s office has had relative to those people who
have come out in significant numbers to say that tolls
are not needed in Connecticut,” Fasano said.
In regards to the criticism of the Republicans’ bondfunded proposal, Fasano said the state is well under its
borrowing cap. Furthermore, the governor’s toll plan
also asks for borrowing.
“This is just a desperate attempt to try to get a toll
plan – which has failed, which is going to fail this state
and fail in the way it’s rolled out – back on track,”
Fasano said.
Republicans say the per-mile costs are speculative
at best and are numbers on which the governor cannot
commit. The governor wants “experts” to determine
pricing, which Republicans call disrespectful to voters
since it lacks transparency.
Rep. Laura Devlin, ranking member of the
transportation committee, said that Connecticut
taxpayers already pay a lot of money, with $500 million
in gas taxes, $330 million in petroleum gross excise
taxes, and a car tax. She said nearby states do not have
those level of taxes.
“The underlying fear is the tax monster, which is
the toll tax monster,” Fasano said. “That still sends
goosebumps when I hear them talking about it.”
As of press time, no bill had been introduced by
either party. LL
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OOIDA backs Texas
tort reform legislation

TEXAS

© designer 491 - Fotolia.com

adopt rules by the end of this year
to require parties in a civil action to
disclose third-party litigation financing
agreements.
The bills – HB2096 and SB1567 –
are in committee.

By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

OOIDA supports
the legislation

An effort underway at the Texas
statehouse addresses “misguided,
excessive, and expensive litigation”
due to third-party litigation financing.
Third-party litigation financing firms
pay for lawsuits they feel have a good
chance of being won. The problem
is, in many cases, it makes reaching a
reasonable agreement more difficult
because of the anonymous third-party’s
financial stake in the case.
Sponsored by Rep. Matt Krause,
R-Fort Worth, and Sen. Pat Fallon,
R-Prosper, the legislation would
mandate disclosure of third-party
litigation financing agreements.
Fallon stated in a bill analysis that
financing of lawsuits has “skewed
the litigation system.” He said it
has changed the incentives to favor
repayment of the lender rather than the
provision of justice.
“In many cases, parties are being
coerced to accept settlements they
do not feel are in their best interests
in order to ensure that the lenders
are repaid,” Fallon stated. “This has
the effect of wresting control of the
plaintiff’s own lawsuit away from the
plaintiff.
“Litigation financing can also create
ethical conflicts for the plaintiff’s
lawyer, who has a fiduciary duty to act
in the best interests of the plaintiffs,
but who also faces pressures from his
or her lenders to make sure they get
paid.”
The House and Senate bills would
require the Texas Supreme Court to

The Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association supports the
legislative effort. OOIDA has more
than 17,600 members who reside
in Texas, and thousands more who
regularly operate on roadways
throughout the state.
Mike Matousek, OOIDA manager of
government affairs, said the revision to
Texas statute would “rightfully increase
transparency in civil actions without
impacting the ability of any plaintiff
from pursuing a civil action.”
He said that truckers – and the
people who employ, represent, and
insure them – are often the target of
“misguided, excessive and expensive
litigation” related to personal injury
cases.
He said that many of these cases
are funded by outside parties with
exploitative motives.
“In fact, this is made apparent by the
hundreds or thousands of billboards
that litter our nation’s highways
essentially promising a big ‘payday’ if
a motorist is involved in an accident
with a heavy truck, regardless of fault,”
he wrote.
At the very least, he says plaintiffs
should be required to disclose any
financing agreement associated with a
civil action.
Matousek added that third parties
also can negatively affect what would
otherwise be considered productive
negotiations, because they inevitably
control the case, and significantly and
unnecessarily increase the cost of a
settlement. LL
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COLORADO

State DOT seeks plan for hazmat trucks through I-70 tunnels
By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

Certain hazmat truckloads traveling
through Colorado soon could be
cleared to access the EisenhowerJohnson Memorial Tunnels.
Gov. Jared Polis has signed into
law a bill to have the Colorado
Department of Transportation study
whether tanker trucks hauling
hazardous materials should be
authorized to access the tunnels on
Interstate 70 west of Denver.
Affected loads now must use
Loveland Pass on U.S. 6 to travel
through the area. An exception is
made to access the tunnels when the
two-lane pass is closed for weather
or other reasons. Drivers with
hazmat loads then are permitted to
use the tunnels during certain times.
The Legislature approved a bill to
require CDOT to complete a study
by December 2020. Previously
SB32, the new law charges the
agency with coming up with

findings and recommendations for
permitting hazmat loads to travel
the tunnels.
State officials tried before to
come up with a solution to address
concerns about hazmat loads driving
through the tunnels. In 2011,
legislation was approved to create a
$25 million fire-suppression system
for the tunnels.
Supporters of the new law
requiring a study have noted the
system, however, has shown to be
inadequate to address fire concerns.
They advocated for the study to
help come up with a solution.
Others said it is possible a study
will confirm hazmat trucks should
not run through the EisenhowerJohnson Memorial Tunnels with
other traffic.

Commercial driver’s
licenses
Also signed into law is a bill to help
clear the path for putting younger

drivers behind the wheel of a truck.
SB18 lowers from 21 years to 18
years the minimum age required in
the state to be licensed to operate
a commercial vehicle in interstate
commerce.
Federal law must also allow the
change for it to take effect at the
state level.
Legislation introduced in the U.S.
House and Senate would lower the
age requirement to get an interstate
CDL from 21 to 18.
OOIDA opposes the legislation,
saying it would make for unsafe
driving conditions and that it would
hurt wages for all professional
drivers. LL
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By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

Another West Coast port trucking
company owned by NFI Industries,
Cherry Hill, N.J., has been ordered
to pay drivers a large sum of money
in a misclassification lawsuit. This
time, 10 drivers were awarded a
total of more than $1 million.
On April 10, the California Labor
Commission ruled in cases of 10
port truckers who drove for Los
Angeles-based K&R Transportation.
The commission determined the
drivers are employees and not
independent contractors, ordering
the company to pay the drivers a
total of $1.286 million.
According to court documents,
the 10 drivers filed their complaint
in May 2017, seeking unpaid wages
as far back as September 2013. The
following claims were included
within the 10 cases:
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• Unpaid wages ranging from
$7,000 to $46,000.
• Unlawful deductions from
$5,000 to $155,000.
• Expenses from $2,000 to
$112,000.
• Meal period premiums from
$5,000 to $47,000.
• Rest period premiums from
$5,000 to $47,000.
• Wages for rest periods taken
during hours worked
earning a piece rate from $1,000
to $2,500.
Although the specifics of each
case varied, general complaints
were consistent. Most of the drivers
claimed to drive an average of 10 to
14 hours per day for as many as six
days a week at a piece rate per load.
In at least one case, the driver
leased a truck from K&R. The
driver did not get to choose

which truck to lease. Rather, he
was assigned a 2009 Freightliner
Columbia.
According to court documents,
the driver owned the pink slip to the
truck and registration was only in
his name. The truck was leased from
a bank. Despite not authorizing
K&R to deduct lease payments, it
did anyway.
Some of the drivers were able
to choose which days to work.
However, they were unable to
choose the hours due to lack of
work during certain times.
After hearings were held in
December, the Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement sided with
drivers.
According to a news release from
Justice for Port Truck Drivers, the
highest individual award was more
than $243,000, with the average
award being nearly $130,000. LL
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Ten L.A. port drivers win $1.2M in misclassification lawsuit
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STATE
WATCH

By Keith Goble, state legislative editor

Elected officials in about onequarter of all states throughout the
country continue to consider bills
that affect your trucking business.
We know you don’t have
time to keep up with all the
legislative action. That’s why your
Association keeps a close watch
on the action for you. On this and
the following pages, you will find
a roundup of some significant
happenings from around the
country.

Alabama
A bill that has passed the House and
is under consideration in the Senate
would amend the state’s left lane use
rule. Alabama law already prohibits
drivers from hanging out in the far-left
lane. HB212 would revise the rule to
clarify while traveling on an interstate
it is against the law to stay left more
than 1.5 miles without completely
passing another vehicle. Some
exceptions would apply. Warning
citations would be issued for the first
60 days.
Alaska
The Senate voted to advance a bill
to lower the legal age to possess an
intrastate CDL from 19 years to 18
years. SB75 includes a provision to
lower the minimum age requirement to
drive truck interstate from 21 years to
18 years. The change is contingent on
federal law being modified from the
current 21 years of age requirement
to operate a commercial vehicle
interstate.
Delaware
A bill that is one vote away from
moving to the governor’s desk covers
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snow and ice removal from atop
vehicles. SB58 would set fines of $25
to $75 for failure to remove snow
or ice. Incidents that cause property
damage or physical injury would result
in penalties of $200 to $1,000 for
motorists. Truck drivers would face
fines of $500 to $1,500. Drivers would
be exempt for accumulations while the
vehicle is in operation.
Florida
The Legislature has approved a bill to
extend the Suncoast Parkway from the
Tampa Bay area to the Georgia line.
Additional projects in the plan include
a highway to connect Polk County to
Collier County, and a connector for the
Florida Turnpike west to the Suncoast
Parkway. The bill would have the
Florida DOT study the three projects.
Construction would begin within
three years. S7068 now moves to the
governor’s desk.
Kentucky
Gov. Matt Bevin signed into law a bill
to increase the 65 mph speed limit to
70 mph on the full length of Interstate

Nevada
The Senate voted to advance
a bill to authorize county
commissions in counties with
fewer than 100,000 people to
add a tax of up to 5 cents per
gallon on diesel purchases.
SB48 would require additional
diesel revenue raised to be
used for local road construction
and maintenance. A portion of
tax collections would be allotted
to construct, maintain or repair
truck parking in counties
that sell more than 10 million
gallons of diesel annually.

65. HB266 also permits faster travel
for all vehicles for the entire length of
the Bert T. Combs Mountain Parkway
Extension. Currently, 70 mph travel
is permitted along the parkway from
I-64 to the beginning of the Mountain
Parkway Extension in Wolfe County.
Elsewhere on the affected parkway, a
65 mph speed limit is posted.
Minnesota
Discussion continues at the statehouse
to settle differences between the
House and Senate on how to pay for a
transportation funding plan.
The Democrat-led House approved
a plan to raise the fuel tax by 20 cents
per gallon and to raise vehicle fees.
Senate Republicans countered with a
plan to add fees on electric and hybrid
vehicle owners.
The House plan would generate
more than $1 billion in new revenue.
The Senate plan would keep spending
close to current levels.
A conference committee made up of
five lawmakers from each chamber are
working on a compromise for HF1555.
Oklahoma
Two new laws are of interest. HB1071
authorizes the speed on the state
turnpike system to be raised to 80
mph – up from 75. The new law also
raises the maximum posted speed on
rural interstate highways from 70 to
75 mph.
Effective Nov. 1, HB1210 allows
truck owners to register three or
more vehicles at the same time.
The rule change applies even for
vehicles previously registered in
different months. The month in which
the vehicles are newly registered
will be the month their registration
renewals will be due each year.
Vehicle registrations will be prorated
at the time of renewal if previously
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Montana
registered in the same calendar year.
Pennsylvania
Efforts continue at the statehouse to
authorize speed radar use by local
police. SB406 would allow local
police officers to use radar to nab
speeders. HB352 would authorize
local police to use radar as part of a
six-year pilot program. HB1275 would
limit use of radar to full-time officers
of a full-service police department.
The Senate version specifies revenue
from speeding tickets that exceeds
5% of the total municipal budget, or
20% of the regional police department
budget, would be given to the state
troopers.
HB1376 would revise the state’s
lane use rule to make it an offense
to hang out in the far-left lane.
Specifically, a citation could be issued
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for any driver who continuously
operates their vehicle in the left lane
and impedes the flow of traffic on a
limited access highway.
Texas
Multiple truck bills of note are
nearing passage. HB511 would
authorize a sheriff or a deputy sheriff
in Williamson County to apply for
certification to enforce commercial
vehicle safety standards.
Three bills would make police
officers in select locales eligible to
apply for certification to enforce truck
rules. HB695 would apply to officers
in the city of Jacksonville. HB917
would apply to the city of Kermit.
SB636 would apply to the city of Katy.
Another bill nearing passage
specifies that the owner of a vehicle
that exceeds maximum height limits

The Legislature has sent to
the governor a bill to raise
truck speeds. HB393 would
raise the speed limit for trucks
on interstate highways from
65 to 70 mph throughout
the day. Truck speeds on all
noninterstate highways would
be set at 65 mph for all hours
of the day. Posted speed
on rural interstate highways
would be increased from 70 to
75 mph.

is “strictly liable” for any damage
to a bridge, underpass, or similar
structure that is affected by a vehicle
height violation. HB799 would make
offenders responsible for paying costs
to repair damage caused by the height
of the vehicle. LL
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THE PARKING ZONE

Feds wasting scarce funding
on useless parking projects
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

New reports regarding local
truck parking are too
numerous and small
in scope to report on
individually. However,
what each of these
news items means to
the underlying national
problem is too significant
to ignore. Below is a
roundup of the latest truck
parking-related news items
from across the United States.

State funding vs.
federal funding

A common theme since the last Parking Zone has been
funding. This should come as no surprise considering that
without an infrastructure bill, funds are dwindling. With
that said, it’s surprising how much money is being wasted
on useless projects.
Exhibit A: Four states within the Southwest Interstate
10 corridor recently received nearly $7 million in federal
funding to address the truck parking problem in the area.
Those states are Arizona, California, New Mexico and
Texas.
This sounds great until you hear what the grant money is
allocated for. It’s not for more truck parking spaces, which
is the only solution to the problem. Rather, it’s another
Federal Highway Administration grant for the mostly
useless signs that notify drivers how many parking spots
are – or are not – available.
When you tally all the money the federal government has
spent on studies and worthless technology programs, you
come up with a boat load of cash that could have been used
to add a substantial amount of truck parking spaces. That’s
the real truck parking problem.
Meanwhile, Oklahoma is making major renovations to
a rest area in Stroud, which is the halfway point between
Tulsa and Oklahoma City. In addition to new and improved
travel plazas along the Turner Turnpike, the project will add
truck parking spaces.
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Currently, Stroud has 75 truck parking
spaces. Recognizing that these spots fill
up quickly, the Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority decided more spaces
are needed. Once the $16
million project is complete,
Stroud will have a total of 250
truck parking spaces, more
than three times the current
amount.
The federal government,
which has much more money
than the states, spent a paltry
$7 million for an entire corridor
across four states that netted
exactly zero new parking spaces.
Oklahoma, on the other hand, spent
more than twice as much and will soon have
two brand spanking new travel plazas and more
than 200% more truck parking spaces at one location.
See the problem here?

Local resistance

As is common, a few towns across the
nation are fighting truck stop proposals.
For example, a trucking company near
Chicago wants to use its private land
for truck parking, at least 50 spaces.
However, the company is having a
difficult time getting the permits needed.
Mind you, this company already exists
and already owns the land.
In San Juan County, Utah, one resident wrote a letter to
the editor regarding the School and Institutional Trust Land
Administration selling land to a truck stop. Here’s the logic
behind denying that sale:
“SITLA’s sale of property to an operation that is known
to attract drug dealers, prostitutes and transients will result
in an adversary conflict between SITLA and the local
residents.”
Apparently, the truck stop operator interested in the area
is Love’s Travel Stops, one of the “big three” truck stop
corporations and known for clean facilities. This person
hears “truck stop” and immediately his mind goes to the
land of Sodom and Gomorrah.
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Local acceptance
Fortunately, there was actually
good news than bad this time
WELCOME more
around. In Antonito, Colo., a truck
stop will open this year off of U.S.
TRUCK
285. No word on the
PARKING Highway
number of truck parking spaces, but
AVAILABLE
with 14 acres of land, there’s plenty
HERE
of room.
Meanwhile in Drayton, N.D.,
Love’s Travel Stops will open a
location off Interstate 29. The local news angle from
the Grand Forks Herald mentions that the truck stop
will create more than two dozen jobs. Imagine that. An
economic upside to a corporate truck stop in town?
Here’s a twist: An Illinois city is actually paying to
get a truck stop. Well, kind of. The city of McHenry is
considering a $1 million incentive agreement for a retail
complex development that will include a Thorntons
truck stop. Estimated to cost $15 million to construct the
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When you tally all the money the federal
government has spent on studies
and worthless technology programs,
you come up with a boat load of cash
that could have been used to add a
substantial amount of truck parking
spaces.
development, the city is mulling a 20-year incentive that
rebates sales taxes up to $1 million.
Not exactly giving a truck stop $1 million to come
in, but the city has no problem surrendering $1 million
for a complex it knows will include a truck stop.
Why? Because the city knows the sales tax revenue
the truck stop will generate more than covers those
costs. It appears that Drayton, N.J., and McHenry, Ill.,
understand how basic economics work. LL
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Just what is

‘excessive’?
By Chuck Robinson, copy editor

T

he Supreme Court recently took a step in the
direction of reining in civil asset forfeiture, a
means state officials often use to seize money and
other property suspected of being involved in a crime. It
requires no conviction of a crime.
The Supreme Court did not make the act of civil
asset forfeiture illegal. It did, however, rule that it can’t
be excessive. It also is subject to review, and it can be
challenged.
The Feb. 20 ruling was unanimous. It also was just
a start. More lawsuits are expected to determine what
“excessive” means and other issues.
In some instances, professional truck drivers have
had assets seized through this process. For instance, if
a driver is found by authorities to possess a substantial
amount of cash, the authorities can presume the cash was
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from illegal means and seize it. The trucker then must
prove the cash was “innocent” of any crime through a
difficult process set up by the authorities that seized the
money.

Recent Supreme Court case
In the recent Supreme Court case, Timbs v. Indiana, a
small-time drug dealer named Tyson Timbs had pleaded
guilty to selling $225 worth of heroin to undercover
police officers. He was sentenced to one year of house
arrest and five years of probation. He also was ordered to
pay $1,200 in fees and fines.
After the sentencing, Indiana authorities seized Timbs’
Land Rover. It had been bought with money from an
insurance policy payout he received when his father died.
Indiana authorities claimed it had been used in heroin
delivery.
An Indiana state court denied the forfeiture request,
ruling that seizing the $42,000 vehicle was grossly
disproportionate for a crime for which the maximum
criminal fine would be $10,000.
The Indiana Supreme
Court overruled the lower
court. It said the U.S.
Constitution’s
Excessive Fines
Clause of the Eighth
Amendment didn’t
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The use of civil asset forfeiture has
increased exponentially without
oversight, but a recent SCOTUS
ruling may be the first step in
tapping the brakes on the practice.

Before the war on drugs in the 1970s and 1980s, civil
asset forfeiture was rarely used. In 1984, a law allowed
federal law enforcement agencies to keep and use the
proceeds from asset forfeitures instead of the funds
going into the Treasury Department’s general fund.

apply to state and local authorities.
The U.S. Supreme Court said, no, it did apply. The high
court did not rule that the seizure was too much. It only said
that a court could rule on it. Timbs has more legal hurdles to
clear before getting his property returned to him.
It may be surprising that the Bill of Rights did not
automatically apply to states. Before the 14th Amendment,
the Bill of Rights only applied to federal jurisdiction. Since
then, the Supreme Court has previously ruled over the
years that most of the provisions of the Bill of Rights apply
to states. The excessive fines clause was one of the few
provisions not ruled to apply to states until this case.

Case does not stop civil asset forfeitures
Timbs was represented by Wesley Hottot, an attorney for the
libertarian public interest law firm Institute for Justice. The
institute names its four major issues as “private property,
economic liberty, free speech and school choice.”
Civil asset forfeitures will not stop because of this ruling,
Hottot said.
“People are still going to lose their property without
being convicted of a crime. They’re still going to have
their property seized,” Hottot told The New York Times.
“The new thing is that they can now say at the end of it all,
whether I’m guilty or not, I can argue that it was excessive.”

© Shawn Hempel - Fotolia.com

Arkansas traffic stop
Arkansas law enforcement authorities are trying to keep
more than half a million dollars taken from the cab of a
semitrailer after a traffic stop 4½ years ago.
On Sept. 24, 2014, on Interstate 40 in Faulkner County,
Ark., the semitrailer driven by Yu Lin Yuan and a co-driver
for LNG Express Inc., New York, was pulled over for
having swerved onto the right shoulder of the highway.
Officers found two postal boxes taped shut with packing
tape containing rubber band-bound bundles of money in
them totaling $579,475.
Law enforcement authorities seized the money and used
civil asset forfeiture to keep it. No charges were brought.
There was no conviction. There was no traffic citation.
The justification for taking the money rested on these
arguments, according to court documents:
• A drug-sniffing dog was led around the boxes and
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alerted officers to the presence of narcotics.
• The drivers were headed to Stockton, Calif., a place
“known to law enforcement as a source area for highgrade marijuana.”
• Insufficient detail of the source of the money.
The drivers told the officers that the money belonged to
the company owners, who explained $400,000 was from an
undocumented loan made to LNG by a Chinese company
owned by the general manager’s nephew and the rest was
personal savings of the company president and general
manager.
While a panel of judges from U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Arkansas in Little Rock agreed to
forfeiting the money to the state, the full court disagreed and
cleared the way for an appeal.

Federal review of civil asset forfeiture
Before the war on drugs in the 1970s and 1980s, civil asset
forfeiture was rarely used. In 1984, a law allowed federal
law enforcement agencies to keep and use the proceeds from
asset forfeitures instead of the funds going into the Treasury
Department’s general fund.
Several problems with civil asset forfeiture were outlined
in a March 2017 report from the U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Inspector General.
The OIG reviewed on the federal department’s oversight
of cash seizure and forfeiture activities. It focused on the
Drug Enforcement Administration because it was the source
of 80% of the department’s cash seizures in fiscal years
2016 and 2017.
The OIG listed these reasons for concern about the DEA’s
seizure and forfeiture activities:
• No judicial oversight.
• Property can be seized without the owner or
possessor of the property being charged with a crime.
• The departments’ “largely proscribed” practice of
adopting state seizures for federal forfeiture as a
means to circumvent state laws limiting forfeitures.
The OIG assessed 100 DEA cash seizures selected because
of the potential for civil liberty concerns. Most seizures took
place at transportation facilities, such as airports, parcel
distribution centers, train stations and bus terminals, or were
a result of a highway traffic stop. LL
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IN THE COURTS

Nearly 10 years in the making,
settlement includes four-figure
checks and debt forgiveness to
the class members.

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

A

$37.8 million settlement has been reached between
C.R. England and a class of truck drivers who
accused the company of fraudulently recruiting them to
participate in a lease-purchase agreement.
The settlement, which was preliminarily approved in
January and announced by the parties in April, determined
that C.R. England will pay a total of $37.8 million,
including attorney fees and administration costs.
According to the settlement, Kenneth McKay and the
estate of Charles Roberts will receive $68,500 for their
role as plaintiffs. The class consisted of drivers who
entered into a lease agreement with Opportunity Leasing –
doing business as Horizon Truck Sales and Leasing – and
an independent contractor operating agreement with C.R.
England between May 27, 2007 and Jan. 31, 2017. Class
members are expected to receive $1,000 or more.
A spokesperson for C.R. England and an attorney for the
plaintiffs issued a joint statement about the settlement.
“If this settlement is approved, all class members will
be eligible to receive four-figure cash payments, relief
from collection of outstanding debts for truck operations
and driving school tuition, and an opportunity for credit
and DAC reporting repair,” said C.J. Krawczyk, co-lead
attorney for the class members.
The C.R. England spokesperson said, “We are proud
of the opportunity we offered to enterprising people
to start and grow their own businesses … However,
we understand that some were not happy with their
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experience, and we hope that this settlement resolves any
lingering concerns.”
The Salt Lake City-based trucking company also agreed
to cancel disputed unpaid debts for permits, licenses and
truck-lease payments. The debts amounted to about $48
million.
In addition, C.R. England agreed to refrain
from actively collecting student tuition
debt of class members. According to court
documents, the unpaid tuition debt
amounts to about $13 million.
Under the terms of the settlement,
C.R. England is limited in how it
can engage new independent contractor
drivers for a two-year period. During
that two-year period, C.R. England has
agreed to provide a written disclosure
addressing annual turnover, average time in
job, and average income for independent contractor
drivers.
The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
said it was happy to see the settlement and hopes it will
lead to a change in practices when it comes to leasepurchase agreements in the trucking industry.
“We’ve always wondered why attorneys general in
states didn’t look more closely into these arrangements,”
OOIDA President Todd Spencer told Land Line Now’s
Terry Scruton.
Originally filed in 2011 by McKay and Roberts, the
lawsuit alleged C.R. England and Horizon Trucks Sales
and Leasing violated the Utah Business Opportunity
Disclosure Act, the Utah Consumer Sales Practices Act
and the Utah Truth in Advertising Act, as well as common
law claims for fraud, negligent misrepresentation,
unjust enrichment and breach of fiduciary duty for all
independent contractor lease operators.
McKay and Roberts, who drove for C.R. England as
independent contractors and leased trucks from Horizon,
an affiliate of C.R. England, alleged that the defendants
developed a fraudulent plan to induce thousands of people
to enroll in C.R. England’s driver training schools by
promising students the choice of eventual employment as
a company driver or the ability to earn a desirable income
driving as an independent contractor.
The plaintiffs claimed there weren’t many company
driver positions available, and students in the driver
training schools were subjected to a “misinformation
campaign” to convince them to lease trucks from the
defendants and become independent contractor drivers for
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C.R. England settles
lease-purchase lawsuit for $37.8M
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C.R. England.
The complaint alleged that as many as thousands of
students were persuaded to invest substantial sums of
money to lease trucks from the defendants. The plaintiffs
claimed that many of these drivers were left “debtridden.”
Some of the allegations in the 2011 complaint included
that:
n Drivers were often charged $3,000 for tuition
at C.R. England’s truck driving school to be
repaid out of future earnings at 18% interest.
n If a driver resisted entering a lease-purchase
and insisted on obtaining employment,
they were told that they must enter the
lease-purchase agreement for at least six
months or wait an indefinite period for a
truck to become available.
n Defendants concealed that most drivers
fail within a year or two and do not make any
significant net earnings as a driver, if they
earn anything at all.
n Drivers were presented a nonnegotiable
form “Truck Sales and Leasing Vehicle Lease
Agreement” that each driver was required to
sign.
n Defendants provided false, misleading and
omitted material information in connection
with the business opportunity.

The parties differed in their views of Horizon’s
relationship to C.R. England. The defendants said the
corporations are separate but affiliated entities.
In all, the litigation lasted nearly eight years. The
class was certified in January 2017, and C.R. England’s
petition against the certification was denied by the 10th
Circuit for the U.S. Court of Appeals in March 2017.
The parties exchanged more than 680,000 pages of
relevant documents, conducted 22 depositions and
responded to hundreds of written discovery requests.
The final hearing in the case is scheduled for July 9. To
receive final approval, the court must find the settlement
to be fair, reasonable and adequate to the class.
The settlement ends all claims against the defendants
with neither party conceding any aspect of their positions.
“After more than seven years of litigation, this
resolution is timely and fair,” Krawczyk said in the
statement. “It is being submitted to the court unopposed.”
For more information about the settlement and to verify
your eligibility, go to CREnglandClassAction.com or call
877-242-2522. LL
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OOIDA IN ACTION

OOIDA plans second Truck to Success
seminar for potential owner-operators
By Land Line staff

The OOIDA-Mary Johnston
Scholarship Fund

Because the first Truck to Success seminar was so well
received, the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association is planning a second one in September.
Truck to Success is an intensive training course for drivers
ready to take their first steps toward becoming an owneroperator.
It is scheduled for three full days on Sept. 10-12 at the
Courtyard by Marriott in Blue Springs, Mo.
The first Truck to Success seminar was 2½ days, but the
class schedule for the fall seminar has been extended by half
a day.
The training is designed to follow a logical path of
information for transitioning from a company driver to an
independent contractor.

Topics include:

OOIDA, its board of directors and its
members thank

for its generous commitment of $10,000
to the OOIDA-Mary Johnston Scholarship
Fund for 2019/2020.
OOIDA is grateful for Shell’s continued
partnership with OOIDA in this
important member program.

800-444-5791
www.ooidafoundation.org

Watch upcoming issues
of Land Line for the
2018/2019 winners!
Other Major Benefactors

Owner-Operator
Services Inc.

Cullen Law Firm, PLLC
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n Developing a business plan.
n Equipment, including the decision to
buy new or used and financing options.
n Insurance.
n Choosing to be an owner-operator under
your own authority or lease to a carrier.
n Entrant safety audit and compliance review.
n Drug and alcohol consortium and requirements.
n Permits and licensing.
n Taxes and business structures.
n Broker and factoring.
n Current issues affecting the industry and how to have input.

The seminar will be taught by trucking experts, many
with extensive experience behind the steering wheel of a
tractor-trailer, who work for the largest trucking association
dedicated to helping drivers in all areas be successful.
The seminar also will feature Barry Fowler, a leading
expert in tax resolution issues and CEO of Taxation Solutions
and TruckerTaxTools.com, which provides truck drivers
with services such as tax preparation, entity formation and
business consulting.
Tuition for the seminar is $495 per person, which includes
course materials and handouts, as well as breakfast, lunch and
snacks. Each attendee may bring one guest for an additional
$34.50 per day or $103.50 for the course to cover food. Sign
up by Aug. 1 to get a free year of membership in OOIDA.
The final day to register is Sept. 1.
You can sign up for the seminar by going to
OOIDAOnlineEducation.com.
Seminar tuition does not include lodging. Attendees,
however, do qualify for OOIDA’s corporate rate. To book a
room at the Blue Springs Courtyard by Marriott, call 816228-8100 and mention you are with OOIDA. LL
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KNOW YOUR BOARD

Grassroots mobilization
and galvanizing voices
Newly elected OOIDA Board Member Linda
Allen is no stranger to advocacy and the work
it takes to make your voice heard.

Linda Allen was 46 years old when
she climbed into the driver’s seat
of a commercial truck for the first
time. Hard times during the 2006
economic recession forced both
Linda and her husband out of work
and into a career she never imagined
or considered having.
The Workers Investment Act
allowed Linda to obtain her
CDL training using federal grant

Q&A
When did you get your
commercial driver’s license?

“In 2008. I utilized the WIA (Workers
Investment Act) to attend truck driving
school in order to earn my CDL and
start driving a truck to support our
family.”

What kind of freight do you
specialize in?
“We log 13-15 thousand miles a
month hauling Klondike bars, Ben and
Jerry’s and Good Humor ice cream
cross country in our 2017 KW W9 we
nicknamed ‘Elvis’ and a 53-foot reefer
for National Elite.”

Why did you join OOIDA?
“Less than a year into my trucking
career I heard about OOIDA from a
fellow truck driver while shopping
for competitive insurance rates.
OOIDA’s mission and purpose hit a
strong chord with my background with
nonprofit organizations, grassroots
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money. She credits her own sheer
stubbornness and determination in
passing her driving test after her
driving instructor let her know that
“women have no business behind the
wheel of a truck”
Not only did Linda pass the test and
get her CDL, she and her husband
used the last of their retirement funds
to start their own business, Hardcore
Trucking out of Spring Hill, Fla., and
they never looked back.
Along with the past 10 years of

mobilization and legislative work.
OOIDA was an organization I could
believe in. I quickly realized I could
trust the organization for sound
advice, solid and truthful information,
and help navigating through the
mire of burdensome and confusing
regulatory compliance all while giving
me a legislative voice. Joining OOIDA
was the single most important and
best business decision I have ever
made.”

If you could make a significant
change in the industry with a
snap of your fingers, what would
it be?
“A year ago I would have said the
electronic logging mandate in a
heartbeat, but the ELD mandate
simply highlighted and exposed the
real culprit – inflexible and unrealistic
hours of service. A one-size-fits-all,
computer-designed HOS can’t tell
when I am tired, when I am hungry,
when I am stuck in bad weather or
when I simply want to avoid Atlanta
rush-hour traffic and get out and smell
the flowers.

wheels-on-the-road experience, Linda
brings a bachelor’s degree in political
science and previous volunteer
lobbyist work. Her time as a state
legislative director at a motorcycle
organization provided Allen years of
experience in grassroots advocacy.

“A close second would be to
change and revise new driver training
requirements. I know that I was not
qualified or competent to drive an
80,000-pound truck after two short
weeks of truck driving school, most
of which consisted of classroom
hours. Every day I see new drivers on
the road who don’t possess the skill,
knowledge or common sense needed
to maneuver a big truck down our
highways. New hires fresh out of truck
driving school are thrown behind the
wheel to sink or swim with very little
guidance and no experience.”

What legacy do you
hope to leave?
“Margaret Meade said, ‘Never doubt
that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the
world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that
ever has.’ I have tried to live my life by
this quote and hope to leave a legacy
and be remembered by my dedication
and conviction to systems change
through grassroots mobilization and
galvanizing voices around the issues
that truly matter.” LL
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By Wendy Parker, staff writer

OOIDA IN ACTION

OOIDA’s Doug Morris to serve
on TSA advisory committee
By Terry Scruton
Land Line Now news anchor

The Transportation Security
Administration this week
announced the formation of the
Surface Transportation Advisory
Committee – and among those
serving on it will be OOIDA’s
Director of Security Operations
Doug Morris.
The committee, which is made up of 35 members
from all modes of transportation, will meet twice a year
and provide recommendations on surface transportation
security to TSA Administrator David Pekoske.
Morris says one issue he is looking forward to
addressing with the committee involve the security
concerns that come along with autonomous vehicles and
hazardous materials. He says that’s one area that has not
yet been addressed.
“As we have seen and has been demonstrated before
with a lot of this technology, it’s very easy to hack in

to,” Morris said. “A lot of other countries like China
and Russia have been able to hack these systems, and I
don’t think I would want an autonomous truck carrying
hazardous materials going down the road … who knows
what could happen.”
In addition to the 35 voting members, the committee
also will have representatives from the departments of
Defense, Homeland
Security, Energy
The committee
and Transportation.
will meet twice a
Representatives
year and provide
from the FBI
recommendations
and the National
Transportation Safety
on surface
Board also will serve.
transportation
Morris joined
security.
the OOIDA staff in
2009. Before joining
OOIDA, he was commander of several units within
the Maryland State Police, including the transportation
security section. He was with the Maryland State Police
for more than 25 years. LL

Securing your family’s future
with life insurance through OOIDA
They are the most important people in your life and they depend
on you to protect them. How would they manage if you were not
there? How would they survive financially? That’s why you need
to make sure you are covered by life insurance in the event of
the unforeseeable.
Secure your family’s financial future with OOIDA and Puritan Life
Insurance Company of America of Austin, TX*.
As an OOIDA member, you can enjoy our low rates and
purchase $10,000 to $250,000 worth of coverage. (Subject to
underwriter’s approval.) Your spouse or domestic partner can
also apply for increments of $5,000 up to 100% of your approved
amount, not to exceed $125,000.

Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits Group
at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on this or
any of the medical benefits available.

And if you are a new OOIDA member, you have 60 days from
your membership effective date to enroll for up to $50,000**
worth of guaranteed coverage – regardless of pre-existing
conditions.
Since 2011, OOIDA life insurance has paid over $9 million in
benefits for members and their families.
Call OOIDA today and find out how you can take that first step.
* Administrative offices: PO Box 11823 Winston-Salem, NC 27116.
** All coverage is subject to underwriter’s approval outside of open enrollment period.
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OOIDA’s Board of Directors
discuss strategy for the
impending highway funding
battle, solving the parking
problem and much more.
By Jami Jones, managing editor
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OOIDA President Todd Spencer
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Something that is typically one of the less sexy
topics drew a significant amount of discussion
during the spring meeting of the OOIDA Board of
Directors – highway funding.
The not-new news is that the Highway Trust
Fund is broken and in dire need of revamping with
a reimagined funding source. The conversation has
been ongoing for years, and solutions have been
fleeting.
OOIDA President and CEO Todd Spencer told
the board at the spring meeting on April 4-6 in
Grain Valley, Mo., that the whole problem hinges
on the fact that every solution presented brings
along its own problems.
“No matter what road we take, there is a
mountain on it. The question is, what mountain is
it, and how are we going to climb it?” Spencer said
framing the conversation over funding solutions.

Executive Vice President Lewie Pugh
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Vehicle miles
traveled taxes

Mike Matousek, OOIDA manager of government affairs

Chief Operating Officer Rod Nofziger

Collin Long, director of government affairs, D.C. office
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One hot topic is vehicle miles traveled taxes. It’s gaining more
and more support from both Republicans and Democrats.
“Chairman of the House T&I Committee Rep. Peter DeFazio is
interested in VMT. He’s interested in a national pilot program, and
he doesn’t initially see trucking involved in that pilot program,”
Collin Long, OOIDA’s director of government affairs told the
board. “Ranking member Rep. Sam Graves is also interested in
VMT.”
OOIDA Executive Vice President Lewie Pugh said VMT
keeps coming up because of the trends in alternative fuels and
electrification.
“Graves argues that
… fleets like UPS using
“You say no to everything,
electric trucks (are) not
paying anything on fuel
you get removed from the
taxes,” Pugh said.
discussion.We’re going to
Rod Nofziger,
get something (to increase
OOIDA chief operating
highway funding), and we
officer, explained
why it is gaining in
need to recognize that
popularity.
there are some things we
“The VMT thing
like better and some things
is constantly being
we won’t like at all. There
brought up. It’s a lot
easier for lawmakers
is no perfect solution.”
to say no to a fuel tax
– OOIDA President and CEO
and yes to a VMT thing
Todd Spencer
because no one knows
what it looks like,”
Nofziger said.
While the idea of VMT is gaining legislative support, it is not
popular, however, with many members of the OOIDA board of
directors.
“We need to be vigilant on educating on VMT. It taxes at a
higher level than a fuel tax. A VMT can be raised much easier
than a fuel tax like Oregon has done in the past,” said Tilden Curl,
an OOIDA board member from Oregon.
That spurred a substantial amount of conversation that centered
on the fear that whatever funding solution Congress comes up
with, it will just be layered on top of existing taxes and tolls.
“We need to guard against states implementing VMT and keep
high taxes rates in addition,” said Chuck Paar, a board member
from Pennsylvania. “Are they going to layer one thing on top of
another?”
Continued on Page 50
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From Page 49

OOIDA’s government affairs staff has been evaluating a number
of states and the number of taxes and fees truckers pay at the state
level in addition to the federal fuel tax.
“We looked at all the charges in different states – looked at all
the taxes and fees and calculated per mile how much truckers pay,”
OOIDA Manager of Government Affairs Mike Matousek told the
board.
He followed it up with the million-dollar question:
“If you get rid of all of that, would you be willing to pay a
vehicle miles traveled tax?” Matousek asked.
That question, like all other possible solutions, received mixed
reactions.
“Yes, if it gets rid of all of the rest. We need an equal tax between
people using fossil fuels and those using alternative fuels,” Board
Member Bryan Spoon said.
“It doesn’t matter how much we pay or how we pay as long as
they are diverting it,” said Trot Raney, a board member from North
Carolina. “Robbing me any less doesn’t make me feel any better.”
Additional concerns with privacy and honesty in reporting miles
were voiced by a number of board members.
Spencer told the board members that as difficult as the discussion
is, the Association must be careful in taking hardline stances
against any potential funding solution, and instead focus on
protecting against anything that inequitably targets truckers.
“You say no to everything, and you get removed from the
discussion,” Spencer said. “We’re going to get something, and we
need to recognize that there are some things we like better, and
some things we won’t like at all. There is no perfect solution.
“It’s frustrating for you, and it’s frustrating for our folks talking
to lawmakers. We have had these conversations, over and over and
over,” Spencer continued. “After 25 years of not doing anything,
we need to get together or even more states will look to tolls.”
A consensus of the board centered on backing an increase in the
federal fuel tax, no on tolls and maybe some version of a VMT in
the future.

General Vice President Terry Button

Brad Peterson, South Dakota

Truck parking continues to be a hot topic at the board meetings,
mainly because, again, nothing is happening at the federal level.
That could be about to change.
“I’m really hopeful about truck parking through the next highway
bill,” Long told the board members. “Pay to park schemes don’t
really work.”
Board members took turns panning the absence of any forward
momentum on solving the problem and just seeing more studies
that confirm again and again that there is a shortage of parking in
many areas of the country.

Continued on Page 52
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Parking

Linda Allen, Florida
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Rodney Morine, Louisiana

Newly sworn in board members Danny Schnautz, Linda Allen, Rodney Morine,
Brad Peterson and Carl Smith with OOIDA President Todd Spencer.

Hamlin “Trot” Raney III, North Carolina

Treasurer Leo Wilkins and Secretary Bob Esler

Chuck Paar, Pennsylvania
Danny Schnautz, Texas
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Tilden Curl, Washington
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Detention time

From Page 50

“It’s time to come up with actual plans and quit doing
surveys,” Spoon said.
“That and we need the focus to shift from technology to
pavement,” Long said in reply.
The focus of the OOIDA D.C. staff will be to get actual
money set aside for pavement in the next highway bill.
Long said the early conversations are favorable and the
staff will focus on getting some lawmakers to commit to
increasing truck parking and championing the cause in
the highway bill negotiations.

Bryan Spoon, North Carolina
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Dave Jungeblut, Missouri
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Carl Smith, Ohio

Efforts to legislate some compensation on detention time
was another tricky subject that spurred robust discussion
among board members.
“Detention time is a major priority of ours and DeFazio
knows it,” Long said.
Nofziger explained that while it’s difficult to find a onesize-fits-all solution because of the variety of trucking
operations, he said that discussions alone can bring about
significant change.
“We need to find a way to empower those drivers
and companies who cannot negotiate appropriate levels
of detention time pay,” he said. “Even if there isn’t a
government solution, getting hearings and discussing
legislation can educate the private sector.”
He compared it to efforts years ago to mandate fuel
surcharges and pass-through to owner-operators.
“We had that in a bill, and it was stripped out in the
dark of night during conference committee,” Nofziger
said. “But it didn’t matter, we educated the public sector
and saw reform take place through that education.”
“The problem isn’t getting better. Just because some are
able to collect detention time or work around the issue
doesn’t mean that there isn’t a need for value to be placed
on all drivers’ time,” Spencer said. “The end result is
not collecting money. The end result is get us in and out.
That’s what we’re looking for.”
Other items garnering significant discussion during the
meeting were the efforts by trial lawyers to increase the
minimum required insurance; pursuing revision to the
exemption of truck drivers from the Fair Labor Standards
Act; and the drug and alcohol clearinghouse. LL

Monte Wiederhold, Ohio
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Become an OOIDA member.
Representation • Information • Truck Insurance
Medical Benefits • Business Services • DOT Drug Testing
Fuel Card • Product Discounts

800-444-5791 • www.ooida.com
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ANALYSIS

By John Bendel, contributing editor-at-large

he George Washington Bridge
is America’s worst traffic choke
point, according to the ATA’s
American Transportation Research
Institute. The problem has been
building slowly but steadily for
decades. Now it’s bad. Real bad.
And it’s not going to get any better.
The GWB opened with six traffic
lanes in 1931. Two additional lanes
opened in 1946. A six-lane lower
deck, affectionately known as the
Martha Washington, opened in 1962.
I watched that being built. Seeing
people working 212 feet above
the Hudson was an uncomfortable
spectacle.
Anyhow, that made for 14 traffic
lanes – seven eastbound and seven

T
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westbound. That was the last major
capacity upgrade to the bridge, where
traffic has increased slowly and
steadily for almost 60 years.
The GWB is by far the most
important Hudson River crossing
and in the running for the most
important river crossing in America.
It carries I-95 over the Hudson River,
linking New York City, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Maine
on its east side to virtually every
place else in America. It’s difficult to
overstate the strategic importance of
the GWB.
In 1962, 40.5 million vehicles
crossed the GWB. In 2017, the most
recent reported year, and on the same
14 lanes, that number was
103 million. That makes the GWB

the busiest bridge on the planet.
Earth, in case you were wondering.
The two decks and those 14 lanes
simply can’t handle it anymore.
Delays can sometimes be measured
in hours.
Port Authority numbers do not
report statistics for the upper and
lower decks separately. Too bad,
because in 2001 their traffic loads
changed. In the wake of the 9/11
attacks, trucks were banned from the
lower deck to mitigate the destruction
that could be caused by, say, a truck
bomb.
On the more confined lower deck,
a bomb could do far more damage
than on the upper deck. So 13-foot,
6-inch trucks that had used the lower
deck were diverted upstairs, swelling
traffic on the upper deck. Now
instead of 14 available lanes, trucks
were squeezed into eight, a reduction
of more than 30 percent.
At the same time and for the
same reasons, serious trucks were
prohibited from the other two
Hudson crossings to Manhattan –
the Holland and Lincoln tunnels. If
you pulled a 13-foot, 6-inch-high,
102-inch-wide trailer, you weren’t
using those crossings anyway, but
lots of other trucks were. Local
delivery trucks and trailers, many
only slightly smaller, were forced
onto the GWB. They had no other
choice. If you consider all the LTL,
retail, and food supply trucks that
serve the island of Manhattan, we’re
talking about thousands of trucks
JUNE 2019
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The George Washington
Bridge nightmare and
how we got here

ATRI says it’s America’s
worst bottleneck. It’s a
problem that has been
building for decades.

every day, all headed for the upper
deck of the GWB.
Yes, the Tappan Zee Bridge, which
carries I-87 and I-287 across the
Hudson 20 miles to the north of the
GWB, is an alternative, but you can’t
simply drive 20 miles from the GWB.
Not anymore. For decades, you could
make your way to U.S. 9W that ran
along the west side of the Hudson
directly to the Tappan Zee. Lots of
trucks did. As an LTL driver in the
1960s and 1970s, I had to cross the
Hudson every day. Route 9W was
a frequent escape valve from GWB
delays.
But as GWB traffic continued
to worsen, too many trucks were
using 9W for the comfort of nearby
residents. In 1978, under political
pressure from a relative handful of
people, the state of New York kicked
trucks off 9W. The nearest alternative
from northbound I-95 was N.J. Route

The GWB is by far the most important Hudson River
crossing and in the running for the most important river
crossing in America.
17 from the New Jersey Turnpike
north to the New York State Thruway
and finally the Tappan Zee.
“Using Route 17 is crazy,” an
owner-operator said at the time.
“That’s 57 miles out of the way and
an extra 14 or 15 gallons of fuel.”
So that’s where we stand. You can
spend miles, time, and fuel to take an
alternate route or you can gamble on
possible delays at the GWB as you
and your fellow truckers are funneled
onto the upper deck. It’s a crappy
choice. But you know that already.
Despite the GWB bottleneck – a
logistic problem on a national scale
– there is no discussion of another
bridge or tunnel to ease congestion.
But don’t despair. As part of a

current maintenance project, the Port
Authority is spending $90 million to
add dedicated bicycle lanes.
Oh, one more thing. They
demolished the steel truss Tappan Zee
Bridge from 1949, replaced it with
one of those wire things, and renamed
it the Mario M. Cuomo Bridge. They
call it a “twin cable-stayed bridge.”
Please join me in continuing to
call it the Tappan Zee. According to
Wikipedia, “Tappan” was a small
regional Native American tribe and
“Zee” is Dutch for sea – a reference
to the wide Hudson.
Nothing against the former New
York governor, but there has never
been a cooler name for a bridge than
the Tappan Zee. LL
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From CB
th
to 13 CD

By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

A

fter spending more than 10 years as a truck driver,
Bill “Watermelon Slim” Homans turned in his keys
in 2004 with the hope of becoming a full-time blues
musician.
Hauling for a company out of Stillwater, Okla., Slim
knew he needed to start playing more shows if he was
going to become anything more than
a “weekend warrior.”
“I told my truck driving boss that
I had a few gigs in August to play,”
Slim said. “That’s as far as I got.
He said, ‘you can play or drive.’
So I gave him two weeks’ notice. It
worked out from there. It was touch
and go for the first year, but by 2005
I was actually working and making
my living as a musician.”
It’s safe to say it’s worked out.
Since then, Watermelon Slim has
been nominated for 17 Blues Music
Awards, earning wins for Album of
the Year and Band of the Year in 2008. Earlier this year,
Slim released his 13th album, “Church of the Blues.”
This summer, he will be on tour in the United Kingdom,
Belgium and France.
Still, the now 69-year-old Slim never gets too
comfortable.
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“If it all went south, I could drive team with a friend of
mine who drives for Landstar,” he said. “But we’re trying
to avoid that.”
Wearing many hats throughout his life, Slim never shied
away from hard work.
He’s worked on a farm, at a sawmill, as a lumper, a
forklift operator, a furniture mover, and as a hard laborer.
While working at the sawmill, Slim lost part of his finger.
“The music came from the work,” he
said. “I could work just as hard as anybody
you ever saw.”
Slim also served in Vietnam, competed
in fencing in college, earned bachelor’s
and master’s degrees, and worked briefly
as a newspaper reporter.
“I hated working at the newspaper,”
Slim said. “I’m a loud and opinionated and
– some people say – sweaty and smelly
person, and I don’t do well in offices.”
In 1987, he began working as a truck
driver. Outside of attending Oklahoma
State for his master’s degree from 19972000, Slim drove over the rode until 2004.
“I was trying to reinvent myself as a teacher,” Slim said
of his master’s degree. “But I don’t do well in offices, and
I don’t do well around people. It was evident that school
teaching was going to be very much different than what
school was like when I attended. Five days after I got my
degree, I was back in a truck.”
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Watermelon Slim, a
former truck driver,
releases ‘Church of
the Blues.’

“I would sing to kill the boredom. Every
once in a while, I would get on the CB
radio. Sometimes it would be, ‘Damn,
driver. Do you got any more?’ Once in a
while, it would be, ‘Shut up, stupid.’”
Working as a truck driver gave Slim inspiration for many
of his songs and allowed him to sing as he traveled down the
highway.
“I would sing to kill the boredom,” he said. “Every once
in a while, I would get on the CB radio. Sometimes it would
be, ‘Damn, driver. Do you got any more?’ Once in a while, it
would be, ‘Shut up, stupid.’”
Of course, his CB handle was “Watermelon.”
Slim said that while he doesn’t miss having to deal with
strict hours-of-service regulations, trucking provided him
the inspiration for his 2009 album “Escape from the Chicken
Coop.” The album cover features Slim sitting in the cab of a
truck and talking into a CB radio.
“I wrote the truck driving record of the 21st century,” he
said. “I can’t tell you that there’s another record of truck
driving country music that’s any better than that record.”
The album includes such trucking-themed tunes as “Wreck
on the Highway,” “300 Miles,” “Truck Drivin’ Songs,” and
“18, 18 Wheeler.”
Slim’s latest album includes originals and covers from such
blues legends as Muddy Waters. Slim delivers his signature
gritty and bluesy vocals while featuring his play of the slide
guitar and harmonica.
Some of the featured tunes on “Church of Blues” include
“Post Modern Blues,” “Get Out My Life Woman,” and “Too
Much Alcohol.”
“Tax Man Blues” is a throwback to his days as a truck
driver and laborer.
I got a job in the factory, because my bills were
coming due
But when I saw my paycheck, I felt just like a fool
I can’t believe what the tax man has done to me
Because the money I’ve been making just ain’t the
money that I see
“Church of the Blues” reached as high as No. 7 on the U.S.
Billboard Blues Albums chart for the week of Feb. 9.
Despite all of the success, however, Slim said he continues
to perform every show like it’s his last.
“If I’m ever on stage and it doesn’t feel like it’s the last time
I’m going to be on stage, then it’s going to be my last time on
stage,” he said. “I have to feel that sense of urgency.
“Every blues man that I’ve talked to sings about these
three things – work, relationships with the opposite sex,
and mortality. Eventually, we all end up in the same place.
Nobody gets out of these blues alive.” LL
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From trucker to singer
It is not uncommon for musicians to work as truck drivers
while they perform at gigs on the weekends and wait to be
discovered. Here are a few notable singers who spent some
time in the cab of a truck.

Elvis Presley
Not only was the “King of Rock and Roll” once
a truck driver, but after an audition Presley was
told to “stick to driving a truck, because you’ll
never make it as a singer.”
According to Snopes.com, the foolish
statement was actually uttered. The story
goes that Presley took a truck driving job with
Crown Electric for $40 per week in April 1954.
A month later, Presley was turned down for an audition to sing
in a band.
Despite the advice, Presley’s truck driving career didn’t last
long. In July 1954, he recorded “That’s All Right, Mama.” And
in 1956, he released his first RCA single, “Heartbreak Hotel,”
which became a No. 1 hit.

Jason Aldean
This popular country singer drove a Pepsi truck
before his songs made it to the radio.
“I was the guy that rode around in a truck
and delivered drinks to all the convenience
stores, so this was kind of my backup plan,”
Aldean told Taste of Country in a 2012 article.
Aldean has released eight albums and 24
singles. His 2010 album, “My Kinda Party,” went quadrupleplatinum.

Aaron Tippin
Tippin still holds his CDL and is a life member
of the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association.
The country singer gained a recording
contract with RCA Nashville in 1990. Some of
his most popular songs include “Kiss This,”
“That’s As Close as I’ll Get to Loving You,” and
“Working Man’s Ph.D.”
In 2009, he released the album, “In Overdrive,” which is
dedicated to truck drivers.

Ronnie Platt
A truck driver for more than 25 years, Platt
became the lead singer for the popular rock
band Kansas.
Platt, who performed in numerous cover
bands, took over for the retired Steve Walsh
in 2014. Kansas, which is known for such
hits as “Dust in the Wind” and “Carry On
My Wayward Son,” continues to tour. This
summer, Platt and his bandmates are scheduled to perform in
concerts across the country. LL
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Great Recession created
new life for trucking
musician Coby Langham
Sometimes a road block will force
you into a better direction.
ife can be pretty unpredictable. Some of us are doing
what we planned when we were young. Others had
no idea this is the direction life would take them. Coby
Langham falls into that latter category. For Langham,
trucking and music were never in the cards. Today, he’s
doing both and having a great time doing them.
Langham – singer, songwriter and trucker – grew up in
central Kentucky. This may not be surprising considering
he’s a country musician, but that wasn’t the case early on.
There was always music on around the house: Bob Seger,
Tina Turner, Alabama and Elvis. His two older sisters turned
him onto such bands as INXS and U2.
For Langham,
inspiration as a young,
The Great Recession had teenage guitar player
a silver lining for a ’90s came from music of
his time: grunge. He
grunge teenager turned
got hooked the first
country-loving long-haul time he heard Nirvana,
trucker, pushing him back then started listening
to similar bands like
into songwriting with a
Pearl Jam, Stone
reinvigorated perspective Temple Pilots and
Soundgarden. When
on life and music.
he was in high school,
Langham was in what
he described as an “awful” grunge cover band.
However, age and the path his life took routed him in a
different direction, both musically and professionally.
After high school, Langham rarely played music. Like
most, he got busy with adult life.
Roofing was pretty much in the cards for Langham. His
father ran a roofing company since the 1970s, which his
brothers are carrying on today. However, he grew tired of
the business after having spent his entire life around it.
In his early 20s, Langham started to do some small
trucking jobs for a friend’s small business. He gradually
acquired more clients and eventually decided to buy a truck
since he had plenty of work for it. Langham started out as an

L
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owner-operator about 17 years ago.
“I never thought I was going to be driving a truck,”
Langham said. “That never entered my mind. I just really
found that I, even in the little truck, enjoyed being on the
road. It just seemed to fit.”
It was while living life on the road that Langham
discovered new music, including an outlaw country station.
“I started hearing all of these artists that I had never heard
before, and it just really opened my eyes up to a whole
different area of music that I had not explored before,”
Langham said. “I just kind of fell in love with it all.”
Langham remembers the first time he heard Jason Isbell.
“I didn’t know people wrote songs like this,” Langham
recalls. “It’s about real stuff that people deal with, and it just
made a big impression on me. I just slowly went down that
rabbit hole. A big part of it was being in the truck, because I
listened to so much music.”
Everything began to change in 2008. As with many people
during that time, the recession hit Langham hard. He went
from having more than enough work to no work at all within
about three months. Changes had to be made.
“It was like a light switch flipped and everything dried up.
I could have stayed busy but I would have had to been gone
all the time, and I had babies at home. The way I had it set
up, I was kind of regional, and I’d be gone a night or two,
but I was home a lot. I didn’t want to get back into where I
was gone all the time.”
Adjusting to the times, Langham sold his truck and the
few trailers he owned before beginning to drive for the
company he still works for today.
It was also during this time when Langham started playing
again. In addition to work-related problems, he had to sell
his house and deal with family issues. Music was his way to
cope with everything happening in his life.
After selling his house, Langham moved back to Danville,
Ky., where he met a few guys who were also playing music.
Langham found himself in front of the microphone. He was
about 35 years old the first time he started singing in front of
people. He turned 40 this year.
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By Tyson Fisher, staff writer
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“When I played music when I was younger and in bands, I
never sang,” Langham said. “I wasn’t a singer, and it took me a
long time of working at it before I felt OK with singing in front of
people. It was really scary at first, but I wanted to do it so badly
that I made myself do it, and now it’s fine. I have no problem with
it at all. But, yeah, that was tough.”
Playing in a band called Coby Langham and the Citizen Band,
the group caught a break when its music appeared on W.B.
Walker’s Old Soul Radio Show, a weekly podcast featuring
musical artists from such genres as Americana, bluegrass, rock,
folk, and country. As of late April, the band’s recording of a
live performance in Louisville, Ky., had been downloaded from
Walker’s website more than 6,000 times.
“We’re not like country music you’re hearing on the radio,”
Langham said. “It’s not the pop country stuff. I think some people
would call it Americana. The newer stuff, we’re about to do some
more recording, and it’s going to sound even more country.”
Life as a trucker gave Langham a new musical muse. The
Great Recession had a silver lining for a ’90s grunge teenager
turned country-loving, long-haul trucker, pushing him back into
songwriting with a reinvigorated perspective on life and music.
You can find Coby Langham and the Citizen Band on all
streaming sites, including iTunes, Spotify and Amazon Music, as
well as social media platforms. LL
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IN THE COURTS

Lunch break lawsuit
Driver says he never received a lunch break, took
motor carrier to small claims court and won – $35.

By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

A truck driver for an Indiana company
won his wage lawsuit after the judge
decided the company should have
paid for lunch breaks. However, the
judge awarded the driver only $35.
Joe Lehman, a truck driver for the
Postle Aluminum division of Elkhart,
Ind.-based Thor Industries, won his
claim against the company. According

“The court is
dumbfounded as to the
lack of physical evidence
submitted by both parties
to substantiate their
claims and defenses.”
– Elkhart Superior Court
to court records, the claim was
originally filed in small claims court
in November in the Elkhart Superior
Court.
Lehman worked for Postle driving
a flatbed truck for about 1½ years at
a rate of $14 per hour. Testimony by
Lehman cited by court documents
reveals he worked Monday through
Friday. The driver claims that he never
took a lunch break and that Postle
never told him he had to.
To support his claim during a bench
trial on March 29, Lehman, who
was representing himself, submitted
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five driver’s daily logs to the court.
None of the logs showed a lunch
break or any deduction in time for
a lunch break. Lehman argued
he is owed the 30 minutes
per day deducted from
his paychecks, which he
claims amounts to $3,543.
However, when the
judge asked Lehman if he had
any documentation supporting how
he came to the amount in the claim,
Lehman responded he did not.
Stating its case, Postle cited
Department of Transportation
regulations that stipulate drivers
to take a 30-minute lunch break.
Lehman’s supervisor testified that
employees are informed about
required lunch breaks on their first day
of work.
Postle’s human resources
representative also testified, stating
no one is required to log their lunch
breaks. However, since Lehman filed
his claim, Postle now requires all
drivers to log their breaks, according
to court documents.
The human resources representative
did make a mistake during testimony,
contradicting his point. To prove his
claim that DOT regulations require
drivers to take a lunch break, Postle
submitted a printout from the U.S.
Department of Labor website as
an exhibit. However, the very first
sentence of the submitted document
states, “Federal law does not require
lunch or coffee breaks.”
When Postle was asked by the court
to cite the actual DOT regulation in
question, attorneys for the company
cited 29 C.F.R. Section 785.19, which
states:
“Bona fide meal periods are not
worktime. Bona fide meal periods do
not include coffee breaks or time for

snacks. These are rest periods. The
employee must be completely relieved
from duty for the purposes of eating
regular meals. Ordinarily 30 minutes
or more is long enough for a bona fide
meal period. A shorter period may be
long enough under special conditions.
The employee is not relieved if he is
required to perform any duties,
whether active or inactive, while
eating. For example, an office
employee who is required to eat at his
desk or a factory worker who is
required to be at his machine is
working while eating.Ó

The court pointed out that nowhere in
the cited regulation does it mandate a
lunch break. In light of the cited DOT
regulation and Department of Labor
handout, the court asked Postle if it
had its own policy requiring lunch
breaks. Attorneys for Postle had no
such documentation.
Between the two parties, the
court seemed annoyed at the lack of
preparation on both sides.
“Both plaintiff and defendant knew
that their sole opportunity to present
evidence was at their bench trial,”
the judge’s order states. “The court
is dumbfounded as to the lack of
physical evidence submitted by both
parties to substantiate their claims and
defenses.”
After weighing all the evidence and
testimony, the court ruled in Lehman’s
favor on April 2. When deciding
the award, the court took half of the
$14 per hour wage to determine the
amount to pay out for each halfhour lunch not paid. Since Lehman
provided logs only for five days, the
court applied the $7 lunch rate to only
those five days, arriving at a total
judgment of $35 plus court fees of
$125. LL
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SMART BUSINESS

By Jami Jones, managing editor

A

s an owner-operator leasing on to a company, it’s not
a simple handshake deal. The leasing regulations are
very specific about your rights in the agreement and what
motor carriers can and cannot do.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration has
regulations on lease agreements between owner-operators
and motor carriers. Knowing and understanding them are
key in realizing what your rights are and what you’re
entitled to in your leasing agreement.
The Business Services Department of the OwnerOperator Independent Drivers Association reviews leases
for compliance with 376.12 in the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations for active members. In doing those
reviews, there are common areas where leases aren’t
always compliant.
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Escrow funds
“A lot of carriers require an escrow, which is kind of a
security deposit so that if and when you should depart the
company there’s some money there to deal with any issues
that are still hanging out there or even with ones while
you’re with the company,” Tom Crowley with OOIDA’s
Business Services Department told Land Line Now.
It should be outlined in the contract in exact terms the
allowable purposes for using the escrow fund money. It
should be documented how any money taken out of that
escrow fund is used. There should be a reconciliation
statement of the fund on a regular basis or anytime you
request it. All of that needs to be in the contract.
Another common issue with escrow accounts, according
to Crowley, is that unscrupulous motor carriers often see
those accounts as a windfall when drivers leave a
company.
“Right, and some will fabricate some deductions from
that escrow fund,” Trevor Williams, also with OOIDA’s
Business Services Department, told Land Line Now. “But,
like Tom said, there must be an accounting of every
deduction made from that escrow fund. So if there are
deductions made from it you don’t agree with, absolutely,
call him on the carpet. Hold him accountable.”

Parts, equipment and services
Many times motor carriers will try to dictate that you use
specific products, equipment or services, purchased or
leased from them, and many times for a profit. The leasing
regulations do not allow that, Crowley and Williams said.
JUNE 2019
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Truth-in-leasing regulations
provide a number of
important protections. You
need to know your rights
when common problems
arise.

“Hold them accountable.
Let them know that you
can do math, too, and that
you’re checking the numbers.
I mean the leasing regulations,
they’re not an option. They are
a requirement in a lease.”

“ELDs are a big one. The
$1,000 for that without the freight
carrier will pick a particular ELD
bill,” Williams said.
unit that they want to use for all
“The regulation tells you that you
of their trucks, and some of them
have the right to visit their office
will tell the leased on ownerduring normal business hours and
request to see the original copies of
operators that you have to use
it. If they don’t produce that or if they
this ELD and you must rent it,
can’t produce it, then they are not in
purchase it or whatever from us.
compliance with the regulations.”
Not the case,” Williams said.
– Tom Crowley, OOIDA’s
“They cannot force you to buy,
Business Services Department
lease, rent or otherwise utilize
Not getting paid at all
anything as a result of
It’s not that uncommon of a tale,
maintaining your contract.”
according to Crowley.
“If the carrier says we want to use brand ABC ELD, and
“There’s an owner-operator on a lease with a carrier that is
that you have a choice where you can buy it, whether it’s
three, four or five weeks behind on pay. The driver thinks,
from them or you can go get one on your own, that’s OK.
‘Well, they’ll get caught up. I will just keep running because
They can do that, but they cannot force you to pay them to
they’ll get caught up,’” Crowley said. “The leasing
use theirs.”
regulations specify that getting paid is not optional.”
Crowley said another common service that motor carriers
Crowley said that the regulation outlined under 49 CFR
try to strong-arm leased carriers into using is fuel cards.
376.12 clearly states that within 15 days of turning in the
“There are carriers that will want you to use their fuel
necessary paperwork you are to be compensated, no matter if
card. Well, you don’t get the benefit off of it, the carrier
the motor carrier has collected on the load yet or not.
does. You know they cannot legally require you (to use it).”
“You know that you are to be paid within those 15 days.
Crowley said.
Any time the carrier is going past the 15 days to get paid,
those are the flags to look for because something’s not
good,” he said.
Chargeback items
Williams said that if OOIDA members are in that situation,
Chargeback items are anything that a carrier initially pays
OOIDA’s Business Services Department is more than willing
for but then charges the owner-operator. For instance, fuel,
to help, but you need to be ready in case it does not go well.
cash advances, insurance and things of that nature.
“It’s not uncommon for any one of us in the department to
“The carrier should provide you documentation as to how
reach out to that motor carrier and let them know, ‘Hey this
this stuff is computed. As the lessor, you should be getting
is what the rule says. It doesn’t matter if you’ve been paid
copies of that documentation, something to prove the
yet or not you have a 15-day window in which to pay these
validity of the charges,” Crowley said.
folks,’” Williams said. “However, we also want to warn our
Crowley and Williams agree that this is the biggest
members that sometimes that could make things go south.”
problem with chargebacks – not getting the documentation
“So, with the member’s permission, we’ll be happy to call
from the motor carrier and not finding potential overcharges.
that carrier and try to get to the bottom of it … kind of act
“The carrier just says ‘hey we paid for this we’re going to
like a middle man. Sometimes it’s successful, and sometimes
charge you for this.’ And the carrier may have paid XX
it isn’t.”
dollars for it and they charge you XXX dollars for it. That’s
Even if you are ready to ask OOIDA to help, when you are
why you have to see the documentation,” Crowley said.
in this situation you should be ready to leave that motor
“A lot of carriers kind of slack on some of that stuff, and it
carrier – and sooner rather than later.
comes down to the drivers, the owner-operators, keeping the
carriers walking the line,” Crowley said.

Fighting back
Getting paid the right amount
Leased operators should have access to paperwork and
documentation related to pay, things like the freight bill.
“The rate on a freight bill is what tells an owner-operator
if they’re being paid properly as long as they’re paid on
percentage. If they’re on percentage, and the carrier is telling
them we do this load for a thousand bucks, here’s your $700.
Well, how do you know that they’re really getting paid
JUNE 2019

If you leased on with a motor carrier you find is violating the
truth-in-leasing regulations, there are ways for you to fight
back. It all starts with knowing your rights under 396.12.
From there, there are tools in your arsenal to fight back.
“Hold them accountable. Let them know that you can do
math, too, and that you’re checking the numbers. I mean the
leasing regulations, they’re not an option. They are a
Continued on Page 66
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A cruise down recruiters’ row at MATS
indicates carriers pay much alike

By Tom Berg, contributing editor

W

hat are carriers offering for pay today? A walk
down recruiters’ row at the Mid-America Trucking
Show in Louisville, Ky., showed there’s a rather tight
range of remuneration for owner-operators, usually a
percentage of revenue. As in previous years, carrier
recruiters set up shop in the Kentucky Expo Center’s West
Wing, and we did a totally unscientific survey of some of
them at this year’s show.
Of course, there’s a lot more to income than basic pay,
and some items are traditional:

n Reimbursement for a tractor’s base plate.
n Pass-through of fuel surcharges and
detention fees.
n Bonuses for special handling, longevity and
other performance-related categories.
n Fuel and tire discounts.
n Access to group life and health insurance.
n Most companies offer these and sometimes
more.
There’s competition for good people – a very valuable
commodity in any time frame, but especially today.
Because people with good records are hard to find,
wise managers share the wealth because replacing good
contractors is as hard or harder than finding good hired
drivers.
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Other considerations besides pay include the type of
haul – dry freight, refrigerated cargoes, building supplies,
machinery, liquids of all kinds – which operators might
or might not want to deal with. Operations can be local,
regional or long haul, and the amount of promised
home time varies. It’s difficult to put numbers to those
considerations. Also hard to quantify is how dispatchers
and managers treat contractors, but that can be picked
up from truckers already signed on to a carrier. One
question anybody contemplating a move ought to ask him
or herself: Are things at the other company really much
better than where I am? Are the trucks really greener
over there?
We don’t get into the “extras” paid by the various
carriers we visited with at MATS, just their basic pay.
We found that the going rates are similar but varied
slightly with the company and the nature of its business.
What really happens with owner-operators and company
drivers might closely resemble what recruiters promise
or might not. Again, ask people who already work or pull
for a company, but remember that some of them may be
braggers, gripers or malcontents, and take what they say
with a grain – or maybe a bag – of salt.

Ace Doran, Owensboro, Ky., carries a variety
of commodities with vans, flatbeds, lowboys and others
pays 76% of linehaul for owner-operators with their own
trailers, according to Jeff Roach, a regional representative.
Those who pull company trailers get 66% of linehaul.
Operators who scan shipping documents and email them
in can be paid the same day the run is finished, Roach
said. He added that some operators gross $200,000 a
year in revenue. Ace Doran is owned by Bennett Motor
Express, which has several other operations, including
munitions hauling.
A.R.T. Transport, Van Buren, Ark., is “a 100%
owner-operator company” with 35 to 40 trucks, and
“we’re growing, slow but steady,” said Jason Decker, the
firm’s vice president, who with wife, Maria, operations
manager, was crewing a recruiting booth at the show.
A.R.T. pays 72% of linehaul for its dry and temperaturecontrolled cargoes. The company claims to treat its
owner-operators “like family.” Turnover is very low for
a truckload operation, 22% to 25% lately because of
retirements, Maria said. Otherwise, “actual turnover is
about 15%. Drivers stay. One guy has been with us since
Day 1 – 14 years.”
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Heniff Transportation Systems, Oak Brook,
Ill., runs tankers carrying food-grade and nonedible
liquids. “Right now, no petroleum, but that might change
soon,” explained Chris Harbin, director of recruitment and
retention. Heniff pays owner-operators 68% of revenue if
the operator’s tractor has a pump (for off-loading product)
and a few percentage points less without a pump (product
is pumped off by customers). Most contractors take home
$4,000 to $6,000 per week, Harbin said. Company drivers
make $25 per hour plus 25% of the haul.
Roadrunner Transportation Systems, with
recruiting offices in Cudahy, Wis., operates vans, reefers,
flatbeds, “everything but tankers,” said recruiter Mark
Holmes. It has 500-plus owner-operators, and some of them,
as well as some company drivers, run as teams. Roadrunner
pays 74% to 84% of revenue, depending on whether the
owner-operator has his own trailer. Power-only operators can
rent a company trailer for about $230 a week, which includes
all maintenance. Holmes said high-mile operators can gross
$200,000 to $225,000 a year.
Roehl Transport, Marshfield, Wis., pays 70%
of revenue to owner-operators for pulling the company’s
vans, curtain-siders, reefers and flatbeds that carry dry
freight and everything from cheese and pizza to steel, lumber
and building supplies, said Tim Norton, vice president of
recruiting. He had several pieces of literature that paint a
bright picture for prospective business people who contract
to Roehl. Among many other things, “We won’t put our logo
on your truck – we’ll put your logo on your truck. If you
don’t have a graphic identity for your business, we’ll help
you create one.”
Roehl claims to be in the top third of motor carriers for
pay, and Norton said some contractors gross $185,000
annually.
Unimark Truck Transport, Joplin, Mo., is a
drive-away operation using company drivers. They ferry
freshly built trucks from terminals near assembly plants to
dealers across the country, so they’re always driving new
trucks, the company boasts. Pay varies from 56 cents per
mile for one truck to 97 cents for four trucks. Unimark
drivers are typically out for 20 days and off for two,
according to Greg McLamore, himself a driver who was
on recruiting duty at MATS. Drivers are members of the
Machinists Union and get good benefits.
The operation is unusual, though normal for drive-away
Continued on Page 66
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SMART BUSINESS
From Page 65

outfits: One, two or three trucks are saddle-mounted on
a lead truck that tows them, or chained aboard companyowned lowboys and hauled. Drivers must unsaddle or
unload the trucks, reinstall axle shafts or driveshafts
(removed for transit), and park the trucks at dealerships.
Drivers stay in motels. When runs are done, they Lyft
or Uber their way to airports or car rental agencies and
return to a home base at company expense.

Military veterans valuable
Honorably serving military personnel and veterans are a
sought-after category of people because companies find
that they’re good workers. They come from a structured
environment and are used to discipline. They show up
on time, do a good job, and are loyal if treated right.
Trucking companies are among employers that line up to
hire or sign them as contractors.
One of those outfits is Contract Freighters Inc., Joplin,
Mo., where Neil Lamont is the veterans advocate. CFI
goes to military bases to talk with soldiers, sailors and
Marines who are about to leave their branches of service
and re-enter civilian life. Lamont himself was career
Army.

Review, review, review
Never sign on with a motor carrier without digesting
every line of the contract, fine print included. Do not
let a recruiter rush you into signing on the dotted
line until you are thoroughly convinced that what
you have been told or promised is reflected in the
contract. Also, it’s important to know if the leasing
contract for owner-operators is compliant with
federal regulations. OOIDA will review leases for
dues paying members for free.

Your rights in the regs
From Page 63

requirement in a lease,” Crowley said.
Williams and Crowley stress that any way you fight back
will require documentation – or the lack thereof provided
by the motor carrier – showing the transgressions. Once
you have that, you can file a complaint with the National
Consumer Complaint Database.
Even though the name doesn’t sound like it, it really is
for truck drivers to report regulation violations.
“It’s a website set up by FMCSA that allows just about
anybody in the industry to file some kind of a formal
complaint when the regulations aren’t being met,”
Williams said.
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Neil Lamont, veterans advocate at Contract Freighters Inc., with a
truck bearing a special “True to the Troops” decal. CFI is among
trucking companies who seek military veterans to thank them for their
service and because they make good workers. CFI and other carriers
were recruiting owner-operators and company drivers at MATS.

“I retired after 22 years and nine months,” he said, and
since has been with CFI. He said he’s proud of his service
and believes in his mission of recruiting military people.
CFI takes part in the government’s Military
Apprenticeship Program, through which an individual
can get a waiver on the skills portion in the commercial
driver’s license application process if a commander
certifies that the person knows how to operate the
appropriate equipment. All he or she has to do is study for
the CDL written tests and pass them. Trucking companies
then train recruits on driving their vehicles and operations
details like paperwork and various procedures.
“Contract Freighters will take any MOS (military
occupational specialty) and train them with pay,” Lamont
said. “We have a special decal that we apply to a veteran’s
truck, if he wants. And we have six military-wrap trucks”
with military-themed montages that are recruiting tools
and assigned to high-performing veteran drivers. CFI,
primarily a dry-van operator, seeks company drivers and
independent contractors. LL

The next step is private right of action, something
OOIDA fought for and won, giving leased operators the
right to take their motor carriers to court.
Private right of action, more or less, gives the owneroperator the right to engage in a civil lawsuit if somebody
is going against the leasing regulations and breaking the
law. If that is causing you or your business harm, then
you’ve got every right to sue them in civil litigation.
Beware, arbitration is something that carriers like to
throw into contracts. But the U.S. Supreme Court has
come back and said “no” on these forced-arbitration
clauses, effectively killing those clauses and paving your
way to take your motor carrier to court without
arbitration. LL
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IN THE COURTS

Amazon can’t force arbitration in contractor-employee case
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

A federal court in Washington
has ruled that Amazon can’t
compel individual arbitration in a
misclassification lawsuit filed by
its drivers.
U.S. District Judge John
Coughenour denied Amazon’s
motion on April 23, in the U.S.
District Court for the Western
District of Washington, saying that
the Federal Arbitration Act was
inapplicable and that Washington
state law can’t be used to enforce
the arbitration provision.
A class action lawsuit was filed in
October 2016 claiming that Seattlebased Amazon misclassified its
drivers as independent contractors
instead of employees. According
to court documents, all but 165 of
the tens of thousands of putative
class members were parties to a
contract that contained a provision
mandating individual arbitration.
After the Amazon lawsuit was
filed, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
in New Prime v. Oliveira that all
transportation workers – including
independent contractors – are
exempt from the Federal Arbitration
Act.

The drivers argued that there is no
valid agreement to arbitrate “because the
Arbitration Provision is unenforceable
as plaintiffs fall within the exemption to
the (Federal Arbitration Act).”
Whether or not Amazon drivers were
part of the exemption because they drive
local routes was questioned.
“When deciding whether a
particular employee falls within the
transportation worker exemption,
courts often consider whether a strike
by a group of the employees at issue
would interrupt interstate commerce,”
Judge Coughenour wrote. “The court
finds that a strike by a large group of
plaintiffs and those similarly situated
would interrupt interstate commerce …

Therefore, plaintiffs fall within FAA’s
transportation worker exemption.”
Amazon contended that “Washington
law is clearly applicable in the event
that the (Federal Arbitration Act) does
not apply.”
The court disagreed.
“Here, if the parties intended
Washington law to apply if the (Federal
Arbitration Act) was found to be
inapplicable, they would have said so
or even remained silent on the issue,”
Coughenour wrote. “Instead, they did
the opposite.”
Amazon now must face the proposed
class action that claims its drivers
were misclassified as independent
contractors. LL
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379 with a ‘Hide-Out’
Retro Sleeper
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Two-tone blue, silver aluminum, all sitting on a red frame.

You canÕt beat the ÒrawÓ aluminum sleeper look of the Õ60s.

hauling, there needs to be another truck able to recover a load in
a timely fashion. That is a major function of this old-school rig.
He shut the truck down near the end of February 2018 to allow
time to get the truck ready for the Mid-America Trucking Show.
Take a close look at the photos. Just the right amount of addons make this truck classically customized without so much
jewelry that it loses its vintage-themed look. It features a bowtie
sun visor, 7-inch Vendetta exhaust stacks, polished fuel tanks,
classic air cleaner lights, moderate wheelbase, and a 1980sera paint design. A few other exterior accessories include a
boltless Valley Chrome boxed-end bumper with a flip kit, and
a pair of Hogebuilt half fenders. Under the hood, you’ll find a
550hp CAT 6NZ motivating this truck, along with an 18 speed
transmission, 3:55 rears and a wheelbase of 265 inches. Inside
JUNE 2019
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Most of you, if you travel anywhere through Missouri,
Arkansas, Kansas, Texas or Nebraska, have seen a
cattle hauler with a “KILGORE” porch light. But not
many have seen the latest addition to Satha Kilgore’s
operation, this hot lil’ 1996 Peterbilt 379. Rewind to
this past March at the Mid-America Trucking Show in
Louisville, Ky., where the truck made its debut with
a new “old” sleeper and several other upgrades to
provide something a little different.
Satha and his wife, Julie, own and operate S&J
Kilgore Trucking LLC out of Macomb, Mo., which
was formed in 2000. They run three trucks of their
own, including this Pete. Even though their mainstay
is cow trucking, they also run refrigerated units in
combination with Satha’s father, Harry, and Satha’s
brother, Shelbe. As a family, they run a total of 14
trucks and use approximately 10 outside owneroperators to make it all happen.
If you made it to Louisville, you certainly noticed
this truck in the Paul K. Young Truck Beauty
Competition lot hooked to a brand new 2019 Wilson
53-foot spread-axle livestock trailer. A big part of the
curb appeal is the polished 63-inch HideOut Series
flat top sleeper. This sleeper is a Chrome Shop Mafia
custom-built part that substantially adds to the overall
retro look of this 379. Prior to this install, the truck
had a painted-to-match 36-inch bunk. Kilgore had
“359 style” maroon upholstery installed in the new
sleeper, as well as in the truck cab. Satha loves the
extra space the 63-inch sleeper provides, the diamondshaped back windows, and the durable aluminum
construction designed into the bunk. He already has
plans to do the same bunk swap with one of his other
trucks in the near future.
Satha purchased the truck in 2017, and it is pretty
much his “baby.” He is essentially the only one who
drives this truck. Performing the dispatcher function
for 20-plus trucks keeps him on the telephone more
than he likes, but he still manages to run this truck
steadily throughout the year. As the owner of a family
business, Satha wears many hats, and he has realized
over time there is a need for a backup plan in the
event a truck breaks down, especially in the livestock

He specÕd the bunk with three old-school, diamond-shaped windows.

the truck is simple, clean and period correct.
Some may wonder about Satha’s name, but what most
don’t know, along with him and his over 150 cousins, his
grandfather had actually named all of the grandchildren.
Each child was given a unique name with many names
aligning with their Native American heritage. Satha and
Julie have an 8-year-old son named Barrett and have raised
him surrounded by good-ol’ western movies and, of course,
another generation of truck lovers.
Hooked on trucks since he was a kid, Satha always knew
he would be trucking one day. Growing up “cow truckin,’”
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as he says, was all there was, and he was addicted to trucks
and would ride with his dad whenever he could. (Sound
familiar anyone?) His dad, Harry, drove for a trucking
company up until 1996, when he purchased his first truck,
which is still in the family and owned by Satha’s brother,
Shelbe. Ranching and trucking are what their family
survived on and still what keeps them going today. This
company, through blood, sweat and tears, is homegrown. No
money has been passed down from generation to generation.
Instead, the growth and success is a product of a lot of hard
work, commitment and dedication – a Kilgore legacy and
character trait that definitely remains in the family. I can
testify that it won’t be often that you call Satha and need a
load moved, and as long as the rate is right, that he won’t
have a truck “on the way.”
This lil’ blue Pete, like the rest of the operation, proves
that building something “a little different” is nearly always a
rig that ends up being pretty doggone cool. LL
Bryan “Boss Man” Martin and his family own and
operate 4 State Trucks in Joplin, Mo. They have
been entrenched in trucking for three generations
and have but one focus: To serve America’s
truckers and assist in keeping them “looking good
and rolling proud” as they travel the highways.
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Look what’s
happening, find out
why, and correct it.
By Tom Berg, contributing editor

T

ires are a major expense,
probably No. 2 or 3 on your
list, after fuel and, of course,
paying yourself. Just one tire costs
$400 or so. The longer it lasts, the
less it costs on an annual and permile basis. Conversely, neglect
makes tires more expensive. During
pre-trip and post-trip inspections,
look closely for irregular tread
wear patterns. If you find them as
they start, you’ll have more time to
correct the causes.
Over the years, members of
the Technology & Maintenance
Council of the American Trucking
Associations have studied irregular
tire wear, beginning with the old
bias-ply tires and now with radials.
Members are fleet managers and
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tire-manufacturer representatives
who constantly deal with wear
problems, and they’ve catalogued
them in their Recommended
Practice 219D (now in its fourth
version). This RP lists 33 wear
patterns among steer-, drive- and
trailer-axle tires. It also lists causes,
which tend to repeat themselves.
Improper alignment and
underinflated tires are major causes
of irregular tread wear, according
to Peggy Fisher, a long-time
TMC member and former general
chairwoman. She’s specialized in
tire maintenance for many years.
She managed the tire program for
the old Roadway Express, has been
a consultant and now is president
of Tire Stamp Inc., a high-tech tire
management service.
“It’s not uncommon for a truck
to come from the factory out of
alignment,” Fisher said. “And if
drivers feel a tractor pushing in a
way other than straight, it could be
trailer or drive axles. If they own
a trailer, they should have both the
trailer and the tractor aligned. They

should do an alignment on their
trucks once a year, and more often
if they feel it pull” one way or the
other.
Improper tire pressure is
perturbingly common, and there’s
no cheap or easy way to remedy it,
she said. It either involves special
equipment or considerable effort on
the part of drivers. A good gauge
and an air hose allow a driver
to check and correct pressure,
but servicing the 18 tires on a
typical big rig takes time. (Tip: To
eliminate hunting for an air supply
and maneuvering the rig to it, keep
a tire hose on board and hook it
to an air tank with quick-connect/
disconnect hardware.) Aside from
the manual method, pressure can be
maintained by several automatically
operating products, though they
cost money and themselves
require some maintenance. More
products are available for trailers
than for tractors, whose drive
axles complicate mounting,
and only one device we know
of works on steer tires.
JUNE 2019
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The tales
tire treads tell

Steer tires
Steer axle tires are critical for safety,
because a blowout can send you
and your truck into a wall or ditch
or, God forbid, into other nearby
vehicles. (It doesn’t have to: At the
sound of a front tire blowing, step
hard on the accelerator and keep
going. Steer the truck to a safe
place, even if it’s a ways down the
road. Then slow down gradually
and park. It works.) Even tread wear
is what you want no matter where
the tire is on the rig, but irregular
wear can result from a number of
things. Usually you can continue
running an oddly worn tire, either
where it is or at another position
on the vehicle. If its overall tread is
shallow, replace it or, if its casing
is healthy, have it retreaded.
Some conditions have simple
causes, like toe-in and toe-out wear
on the inside or outside of the tread.
This is from misadjustment of
toe settings on the front wheels, a
relatively easy fix. Other conditions
can be complex, like scrub/thrust
angle-induced full shoulder wear
(even the term is complex). This
can come from misalignment of
drive or trailer axles (they’re not
perpendicular to the frame), or a
dry fifth wheel, which impedes
turning and tries to push the tractor
straight ahead. Grease the fifth
wheel, or get all axles realigned.
TMC identifies 13 wear conditions
for steer tires. Fisher pointed out
the four most common ones.
Shoulder step/chamfer– A step
is worn on the edge of the tread and
completely around its circumference.
It can be on one side or on both sides.
If on both sides, the step on one side
is wider than the other. This can be
common on tires without “defense
grooves” along tread edges and when
wear is gradual.
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“If drivers feel a tractor pushing in a way other than
straight, it could be trailer or drive axles. If they own a
trailer, they should have both the trailer and the tractor
aligned. They should do an alignment on their trucks once
a year, and more often if they feel it pull.” – Peggy Fisher
Feather wear – Each rib is
individually worn toward one edge,
giving a high-to-low appearance.
The main cause is excessive toe-in of
the front wheels, but other possible
causes are damaged suspension parts,
such as bent tie rods. If feather wear
appears on both tires, drive-axle
misalignment can be the cause.

Cupping/scallop/wavy wear–
Tread is scooped out in alternate
areas of the tread’s edges, creating
a scalloped look, and sometimes
progressing across the entire tread.
Blame it on an unbalanced tire-wheel
assembly, lack of shock absorber
control, loose kingpins, and/or
improper bearing adjustment.
Rib depression/punch wear –
Inner ribs worn lower than adjacent
ribs around a tire’s circumference.
The primary cause is low air

pressure. Other causes are improper
seating of the bead on the wheel,
bad shock absorbers, and improper
bearing adjustment and bad tirewheel balance.

Drive tires
Power and torque coursing through
drive axles subject these tires to high
stresses. Big-power diesels have
prematurely consigned countless
tires to their deaths. And you know
what happens when wheels lock up
and tires acquire brake skid patches.
Sometimes it’s so severe, as when
wheels are dragged long distances,
that it ruins the tires. New linings and
improper brake adjustment are the
usual causes, but aggressive braking
can also cause it. (You wouldn’t do
this, would you?) You might have
seen and complained about overall
fast wear, which can be caused by
abrasive pavement surfaces, high
loads, frequent turning and braking,
and simply the wrong tire and tread
for the application.
RP 219D lists six drive-tire wear
conditions, and Fisher says these
three are the most frequently seen:
Rapid shoulder wear,
one side – Excessive wearing of
the inner edge of the inner dual or
inner edge of a wide-base single
tire. Caused by negative camber of
the wheel (the top of the tire-wheel
assembly is closer to the truck’s
frame than the lower portion) as
a load bears down on it. It can be
aggravated by air suspension flex,
ultradeep tread depth, and uneven
inflation pressure in duals. A wideContinued on Page 76
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From Page 75

base single tire can show rapid
shoulder wear on both sides, usually
caused by overinflation.

Heel/toe wear – Each lug around
a tire worn high to low from front
to back edges. Mismatched inflation
and tire diameter are among the
causes, but high engine torque and
running on mountain roads can
be factors.

Trailer tires
The trailer carries the payload, but
there’s no pay until you deliver the
load. That will be delayed if a tire
fails en route. So, whether the trailer
belongs to you or someone else, its
tires need proper inspections and
decent care. TMC identifies 11 tread
wear types, and the most common
are these.
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Diagonal wear – A series of flat
spots appear diagonally across the
tread at 25- to 35-degree angles.
Caused by improper bearing
adjustment, toe out, mismounting of
the tire-wheel assembly at the lugs,
or mismatched duals. It might start
as a brake skid or other irregular
wear pattern.
Multiple flat spot wear –
Numerous areas worn flat around
the tread’s circumference. With
duals, it’s caused by mismatched
inflation pressures or height of
the two tires, improper bearing
adjustment, imbalance, bad shock
absorbers, or driver abuse of
the trailer brakes. This, too, is
aggravated by high-speed empty or
light-load running.
Cupping/scallop/wavy wear
– Cupped-out areas creating a

Erratic depression wear –
Random wear spots around the
tire’s circumference. Caused by
bad shocks, mismatched tires or
inflation pressure between two
duals, improper bearing adjustment
or bead seating, and tire-wheel outof-balance. High-speed light-load
running aggravates it.

INFO AVAILABLE
So, next time you’re out on a lot
kicking and eyeballing a truck’s
tires, you have hints of why tread
looks like it does.
If you want the complete
scoop, contact the Technology &
Maintenance Council in Arlington,
Va. (703-838-1763 or email
tmc@trucking.org) and get a
copy of the Radial Tire Conditions
Analysis Guide, which includes
Recommended Practice 219D and
other related documents. The guide
costs $79 for TMC members and
$105 for nonmembers.
By the way, TMC would welcome
you as an owner-operator member.
Check into that, too. LL
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Shoulder step/chamfer wear –
Tire worn on the edge of a shoulder,
usually starting on the inner edge
of the inside dual on the forward
drive axle. This is typical of radial
tires but might vary with tread
design and service application.
Improper inflation, worn or
damaged suspension parts, and road
conditions are among aggravating
factors.

scalloped appearance around the
tread’s circumference. Usually
caused by out-of-balance wheels
and tires, bad mounting, bad shocks,
improper bearing adjustment,
or underinflation.

IN THE COURTS

C.H. Robinson held liable for damaged chocolate it didn’t transport
By Mark Schremmer, associate editor

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit determined
that C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. was liable for $124,000
worth of miniature chocolate liqueur bottles that melted
even though the company didn’t transport the candy.
On April 19, the three-judge panel upheld a previous
district court ruling, saying Eden Prairie, Minn.-based C.H.
Robinson assumed the appearance of a carrier even though
another company transported the cargo.
The case focused on whether C.H. Robinson acted as a
broker or a carrier. A broker would not be held liable.
In 2013, Toms Confectionary Group, a Danish chocolate
company, hired C.H. Robinson to transport a shipment of
miniature chocolate liqueur bottles from Levittown, Pa., to
Cranbury, N.J.
According to the court documents, C.H. Robinson
subcontracted with National Refrigerated Trucking to
transport the chocolate, and the agreement between the two
companies contained a confidentiality clause.
During National Refrigerated Trucking’s delivery to
Coregistics, a malfunction of the truck’s refrigeration
system caused the chocolate to melt and the load to be
destroyed. Toms later submitted a claim to C.H. Robinson,
which did not accept the claim or pay the loss. Toms’
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insurer, Tryg, eventually paid the value of the cargo minus
Toms’ deductible under its insurance policy.
Toms and Tryg filed a lawsuit against C.H. Robinson for
breach of contract of motor carriage. The parties agreed
that C.H. Robinson could
only be held liable if
“If an entity accepts
it were a carrier, not a
responsibility for ensuring broker.
the delivery of goods,
While the district court
found that C.H. Robinson
then that entity qualifies
possessed a broker’s
as a carrier regardless of
license and not a motor
whether it conducted the
carrier’s license, and did
physical transportation.”
not own trucks or other
– The U.S. Court of Appeals
equipment to transport
for the Third Circuit
cargo, the company “held
itself out as a carrier” and
was liable for the damages.
C.H. Robinson appealed that decision to the Third
Circuit. The panel agreed with the district court.
“If an entity accepts responsibility for ensuring
the delivery of goods, then that entity qualifies as a
carrier regardless of whether it conducted the physical
transportation,” the Third Circuit wrote.
The ruling by the Third Circuit did not set precedent. LL
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Behind the scenes
of Mack’s ‘Road Life’ series
Staff Writer Tyson
Fisher gets a
peek behind the
curtains during
the filming of
Season 2 of Mack
Trucks’ online
video series.
By Tyson Fisher, staff writer

C

ompanies love to send
journalists on trips to cover
Mark Urmos, Mack Trucks’ content marketing manager, filming an interview for season two of Road Life.
(Courtesy of Mack Trucks)
their latest product or marketing
campaign.
I’ve done this many times. It’s a
isn’t enough. No. Mack has taken the time and money to
symbiotic relationship. Company X shows its product and
produce its own video series. And this isn’t some video
journalists get to see it firsthand, not in a one-page news
produced in someone’s basement and thrown on YouTube.
release. So when I got a call from Mack Trucks asking if I
We’re talking top-notch production that can be accessed on
wanted to go to Reno, Nev., I said, “Sure.”
Amazon Prime.
Little did I know that Mack had a trick up its sleeve. A
trick I have never seen before.
‘Mack is back’
Usually when I show up to truck shows or media events,
The idea came about around the time Mack was launching
I have the cool toys: camera, tripod, Gimbal, microphone,
its Anthem truck. Chris Zona, Mack’s retail experience
and so forth. This time, I felt like someone rolling up next
and brand engagement manager, explained the early
to a Lamborghini in a
brainstorming stages.
Ford Pinto.
“We thought, with this ‘Mack is back’ type of thing to
I quickly found out
coincide with the launch of the truck, how could we do
that Mack was shooting a
something that really got us closer to the customer and
web series called “Road
closer to our dealers and really focus on the stories behind
Life.” I was surrounded
the trucks,” Zona said. “We build the trucks that build
by Hollywood-grade
everything else and that’s kind of the underlying theme
cameras, lights, boom
for this whole thing. We wanted to go and tell the story of
mics, you name it.
people who do the real work. But the real cool stuff was
I sheepishly set my
done with the product and the people behind the product.
cellphone setup to the side. This time, I would simply
And that’s really where it started.”
report and let the pros take care of the videos.
It was quite an ambitious project. Despite the scale and
What I was witnessing was indicative of how Mack feels
uncertainty, the marketing team got the blessing of top
about its Anthem truck. They are extremely proud of it. So
brass at Mack. It was go big or go home when it came to
proud of it that a news release or PowerPoint presentation
highlighting its beloved Anthem.
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By Paul Abelson SENIOR CONTRIBUTING TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

MAINTENANCE

Q&A

Tire pressure, wheel off
In your February article,
you mentioned air pressure
for small (low profile) tires, but I
run tall rubber. What is the correct
pressure for my 11R24.5 tires? I’ve
been running at 105 all around
because that’s molded on the tire.

A

You’ve been running greatly
overinflated, which accounts
for the harsh ride and uneven tire
wear you mentioned on the phone.
The pressure on the sidewall is the
absolute maximum for the tire, not
the recommended. Your tires are load
range G. At 105 psi, each steer tire
can support just more than

Tire pressure
6,000 pounds, 12,000 on the axle.
For higher front axle weight, you’d
need an H range tire.
With 12,000 on steer tires, you
should have no more than 34,000 on
each tandem. That works out to
4,250 on each of the eight tires in
each tandem. The load-inflations
tables suggest 75 psi per nonsteer
tire. For some tire manufacturers,
that could be as low as 70 psi. If you
want a safety margin without
sacrificing too much tire wear or ride
comfort, go to 80 psi, but no more.
Remember, always check tire
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pressures “cold” before starting a
trip. In just a short distance, the
friction from tires flexing will heat
the tires and the air inside and give
you a false reading.
Air in a tire supports the truck and
cushions the ride. It also maintains
the tire contact patch as the
manufacturer designed it. If air
pressure is too high, the contact patch
will be shorter and narrower,
resulting in more center tread wear
and less traction for accelerating,
turning or braking. With a soft tire,
the length of the footprint gets longer
but the center can lift, promoting
greater edge wear.
Ride quality is affected if air
pressure is too high. Air acts like a
spring to absorb bumps and cushion
the truck and its contents. You felt
every tar strip and bump on the road
with your tires being around 30 psi
over the recommended level. You’ll
get a better ride, less uneven wear,
longer tire life and better traction by
keeping tire pressures at the levels
recommended by tire engineers. You
can find them on the internet by
searching “truck tire load inflation
tables.” You may have to scroll down
past the ads. In the future, you may
want to consider a smaller tire,
perhaps a 275/70R22.5 or a
295/60R22.5 to get a broader range
of loads if you often run at less than
80,000 pounds gross. If you change
sizes, make sure your speedometer
calibration is adjusted accordingly.

Q.

I’m a Land Line reader and
father of a trucker. I’m a fan

of your columns, so I’m turning to
you for answers. How often does
this happen, why does it happen,
and how can we prevent wheels
flying off and killing innocent
people? There are several websites
with rants about a logging truck
that lost two wheels and killed a
Maine state trooper. TV news
interviewed truckers who had no
idea how to prevent these. There are
lots of videos of tires flying down
roads inflicting grief and
destruction. What preventative
maintenance tasks or inspections
would stop such things?

Wheel off

A

Thank you for an interesting
question and phone
conversation. Before calling, I
reviewed the video links you
included. Most of the wheel-off
incidents were from light-duty SUV
and pick-ups or from outside North
America – mostly Russian. Only two
involved heavy trucks, but even two
are too many.
A major reason we have so few has
to do with Ontario, Canada’s tough
position on wheel-off incidents. With
any wheel separation, there is
“absolute liability,” an automatic
JUNE 2019
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Q.

TruckMiles

¨

Remember, always check tire pressures
“cold” before starting a trip. In just a
short distance, the friction from tires
flexing will heat the tires and the air
inside and give you a false reading.

presumption of fault with fines up to
$50,000 in Canadian dollars. Their
laws greatly increased operator
awareness.
To understand the fix, you should
understand how threaded fasteners
work. They are elastic and can be
stretched beyond their original length,
although not by much before they
become permanently deformed and
may even break. The stretching is done
by applying force to the threads using
an inclined ramp. It takes less force to
move an object up a distance when that
force is applied over a greater length. A
threaded fastener has its “ramp”
wrapped around its length many times,
allowing less force to be used to stretch
the fastener as desired. The head of the
bolt or the base of a stud exert a
clamping force at one end, while the
nut, to which the force is applied, is the
clamp at the other end. The stretched
fastener wants to return to its original
size. It pulls the two ends together,
clamping things in place.
In the case of a wheel end assembly,
the stud clamps the wheels to the brake
drum or hub. Engineers have
determined just how much force is
needed to hold the assembly together.
They specify what metallurgy should
be used in the fasteners, how they
should be hardened and tempered, and
what forces should be applied to the
nuts. These are expressed to us as the
sizes and grades of the components and
the torque specifications. Light-duty
vehicles may take as little as
85 ft-lb, while our trucks may require
as much as 550 ft-lb on the nuts.
While poor lubrication or impact
damage account for some wheel-off
JUNE 2019

incidents, the vast majority are due to
over torquing fasteners. Too many
mechanics use air impact wrenches
when replacing wheels. Some reuse
fasteners from previous jobs without
knowing if they have been distorted.
Too much torque on these components
stretches them beyond their ability to
spring back. They can’t apply the
needed clamping force. They allow the
wheels and drums to move against
each other, enlarging bolt holes and
allowing movement that increases
wear. Bolts and studs break and wheel
assemblies fail.
All this is well known, taught in trade
schools, and included in manufacturers’
literature. Until we come up with a way
to police mechanics who take short cuts
by using air wrenches instead of hand
tightening with calibrated torque
wrenches, the problem will continue. LL

?

DO YOU HAVE A
MAINTENANCE
QUESTION?

“I purchased a copy of
TruckMiles and I can’t begin
to tell you how pleased I am
with the software. It helps
me plan my route much like
other much more expensive
trucking software. Another
feature that I love is the ability
to zoom into a specific area
and look for truck stops. Not
only does it show you where
they are but it also tells you
what services are available.
My accountant loves
TruckMiles too because I can
track all of my expenses for
the month and at the end of
the month all I have to do
is print it off and send my
receipts off to her. She was so
impressed that she reduced
my yearly fee because I am
able to do most of the work
for her.” Ð Lorne Daigle

l Calculate U.S., Canada, and
now Mexico mileages
l Practical & Shortest truck
routing methods
l Driver expense tracking
l Full color maps
l Multiple stop and location
entries
l Profit margin calculator

Send your maintenance question to
Land Line Magazine, PO Box 1000,
Grain Valley, MO 64029; email them
to Maintenance@LandLineMag.com
or fax questions to 816-443-2227.
Although we won’t be able to
publish an answer to all questions
in Land Line, we will answer as
many as possible.

1-800-324-8588
www.ProMiles.com
ProMiles Software
Development Corporation
* plus shipping & handling
- Texas residents add 8.25% sales tax
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By Howard Abrams PBS TAX & BOOKKEEPING

TAX TIPS
Tax and financial matters
My tax return was filed but
it included a Form 2210,
underpayment of withholding and
estimated taxes. I was hit with a
penalty as I did not pay enough
estimated taxes. I now have been
hearing maybe the penalty was in
error. Am I correct?

A

Yes. The threshold for the
penalty has been lowered, so
you may be eligible for a refund. File
Form 843, Claim for Refund.
Note: Be sure to pay all your
estimated taxes, and if you have taxes
withheld from your earnings, adjust
your withholdings so you would not
owe taxes at the end of the year.

We are a believer in
starting to save for
retirement as early
as possible, but first
you do have to have
some money set
aside for a so-called
rainy day. Aside
from that, though,
starting to save as
early as possible is
a huge plus.

Q

I’m operating as a sole
proprietor. Should I become
an LLC?

A

Operating under your own
LLC, or limited liability
company, is another way to operate.
As an LLC, you can operate as a sole
82 LAND LINE

proprietor. Everything you do – from
opening up your bank account, to the
debit or credit cards, and purchasing
your truck – is done in the LLC
name. Even reporting the business on
your personal tax return is done
under the LLC name. The LLC offers
an alternative to corporations and
partnerships by combining the
corporate advantage of limited
liability protection with the
partnership advantage of passthrough taxation. With this status, the
LLC’s income is not taxed at the
entity level, although the LLC
typically completes a partnership
return if the LLC has more than
one owner.

Q

I’m young and new to the
trucking industry. Besides
all the nuances of being a trucker, I
am also concerned about saving for
retirement. My parents have
recommended starting saving as
early as possible. What is your
advice about saving for retirement?
I do have some excess money left
from my income.

A

We are a believer in starting
to save for retirement as
early as possible, but first you do
have to have some money set aside
for a so-called rainy day. Aside from
that, though, starting to save as early
as possible is a huge plus. As an
example, to accumulate $250,000 by
making monthly contributions to a
retirement plan and investing in
stocks, stocks funds and bonds
earning 8% annually. See the chart.
The chart assumes you will retire at
age 67.

Age
Investment Saving goal
37 years .. $168/month .......$250,000
47 years .. $424/month .......$250,000
57 years .. $1,367/month ....$250,000
62 years .. $3,402/month ....$250,000
As a further example, lowering
your investment return to 7%
annually and starting at your current
age of 22, investing as little as $90
per month will yield you $280,000
by age 65. As you can see, your
parents have given you great
advice. We suggest you talk with an
investment professional as to how
your retirement savings should be
invested. LL

This article has been presented by
PBS Tax and Bookkeeping Service,
a company that has been providing
income tax and bookkeeping services
to the trucking industry for more than
a quarter century. If you would like
further information, please contact us
at 800-697-5153. Visit our website at
PBSTax.com.
Everyone’s financial situation is
different. This article does not give
and is not intended to give specific
accounting and/or tax advice.
Please consult with your own tax or
accounting professional.
JUNE 2019
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By Jeff McConnell & James Mennella ATTORNEYS AT LAW
B

ROAD LAW
Laws vs. rules
State courts are getting tougher on Class A, commercial
driver traffic tickets when it comes to agreeing to pretrial
relief and amending traffic tickets.
District attorneys across the country are constantly
being misled by their corresponding state department of
motor vehicles and are being told by bureaucrats at these
DMVs that making any change to a traffic ticket issued to
a Class A commercial driver is considered “masking” and
is strictly prohibited.
Pure and simple, that statement is a lie. There is no
federal law that prevents prosecutors in state courts
from amending a Class A driver’s moving violation
traffic ticket to another, factually based, similar-driverpoint, moving violation. In English, based on the facts
of the case a district attorney or municipal prosecutor
can recommend a change or amendment on a Class A
driver’s traffic ticket and let the driver plead guilty to that
changed or amended charge.
So, what’s true when it comes to what a state district
attorney or municipal prosecutor can do with a Class A
traffic ticket? Current federal law 49 CFR 384.226 says
a “state must not mask, defer imposition of judgment,
or allow an individual to enter into a diversion program
that would prevent a CDL holder’s conviction … from
appearing on (their) driver record.”
There’s nothing in this definition that says a DA
or municipal prosecutor has somehow lost their
prosecutorial discretion to amend a Class A traffic
ticket charge to another similar moving violation that’s
factually based and has the same number of driver points
associated with it.
When a DA or municipal prosecutor recommends
amending the charge listed on your Class A traffic ticket
to another charge that’s factually based, carries the same
number of driver points, and allows that amended charge
to be processed and appear as a conviction of your driver
record. That’s not masking a conviction, according to
49 CFR 384.226. If you’re a Class A driver with a ticket,
a DA or municipal prosecutor can legally help you if they
want to.
Here are some recent questions and answers we’ve
received from drivers. We hope the information
helps you.
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Q.

I’m Class A and got a ticket in Ohio for speeding
70 mph in a 55 mph zone. I asked the prosecutor
to give me their recommendation to change my ticket to
a speed that’s less than 15 mph over the posted speed so
I don’t get a “serious” charge conviction on my driver
record. The prosecutor said that they can’t amend the
ticket at all, because that would be “masking.”

A

Fake news! The prosecutor can amend your ticket
to a lesser speed (even a 1 mph speed reduction
would guarantee that you’re not convicted of a “serious”
charge) and charge you a fine and court costs on your
amended charge to make sure the court clerk reports your
amended charge to the state DMV. The process of
amending a Class A traffic ticket to another, factually
based, similar-point moving violations and having your
amended charge appear as a conviction on your driver
record is not masking a traffic conviction.

Q.

I got a ticket for “unsafe lane change” in
Michigan, and the instructions on my ticket said
that if I wanted I could go to court on my ticket, so I
did. When I got to court, the DA said that it was court
policy not to change a ticket for anyone. All I wanted
was the DA to recommend changing my ticket to a
nonserious, factually based, same-point charge of
“disobey a traffic control device” and let me pay all the
same fine and court costs. I thought you said that DAs
can recommend a change to a Class A traffic ticket?

A

You are correct. A DA can recommend a change
to a Class A traffic ticket according to federal law
49 CFR 384.226. But a DA doesn’t have to agree with
your request to amend your ticket and, as with the DA in
this question, she’s refusing to help you because doing so
is against her particular Court’s policy and not because of
Federal Law 49 CFR 384.226. LL
Send any questions or comments regarding transportation
law to: Jeff McConnell and James Mennella, Road Law, 3441
W. Memorial, Suite 4, Oklahoma City, OK 73134; call 405242-2030, fax 888-588-8983, or contact us via RoadLaw.net.
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Mack’s ‘Road Life’ series
From Page 79

go beyond a marketing perspective. Lessons that may
actually make future Mack trucks even better.
Because they were in the trenches with the working
drivers and carriers, the Mack crew received more than
just a story highlighting Mack’s customers. They also
gleaned a lot of valuable information more pertinent to
the engineers and designers. Zona saw a driver with an
Anthem, exchanged contact info, and the driver sent
Chris an email.
“He went on to say ‘I’ve got a list of why the Anthem
is an amazing truck and the best truck Mack has ever
built,’ but how he thinks we could make it the greatest
truck ever built,” Zona said. “He sent me a list of stuff,
and I passed it on to the engineering guys. We do that all
the time.”

Full Tilt Logistics
I got a chance to tag along with Mack during a shooting
of an episode in Reno, Nev., featuring Full Tilt Logistics.
I’m not sure how Mack is going to present the story, but I
found a good one while there.
Full Tilt has the opposite of a driver shortage problem.
They have a list of drivers waiting to work for them. How
can this be?
It’s pretty easy. Offer more money, top-notch equipment

and be respectful of the drivers’ time, including time
outside of work.
This lines up with what the Bureau of Labor Statistics
report was attempting to convey. A labor shortage is
typically fixed with higher wages. Add in more benefits,
and you may find a labor surplus, as is the case with Full
Tilt.

‘Road Life,’ Season 2
Zona, Urmos and their crew have been across the nation
shooting a lot of video. Season two of “Road Life” was
shot from California to South Carolina, as far south as
Florida and as far north as Yellowknife in Northwest
Territories, Canada.
New episodes will be posted on RoadLife.tv beginning
in June, with subsequent episodes posted periodically.
You can also find “Road Life” on Amazon Prime and
MackTrucks.com.
I also want to give a shout out to the filming crew:
• Joshua Fox, camera operator.
• Jeff Hartman, camera operator.
• Sara Kaloudis, production coordinator.
• Michael McQueen, sound mixer.
• Zach Whiteside, camera operator.
Thanks for giving a glimpse behind the scenes at some big
time production treatment of truckers who clearly don’t
get enough time in the limelight. LL

Don’t let short-term
injury cripple your
business.
Protect yourself with OOIDA’s
Voluntary Group Short Term
Disability Plan.

Limited
Enrollment
Period for all
New OOIDA
Members!

• Guaranteed issue! New members have 60 days from their membership
effective date to enroll for this benefit – regardless of medical history.
This plan will only be available for existing members during the
annual open enrollment period, January and February of each year.
• 24-hour coverage for sickness or injury.
• Two plan options available with 30-day waiting periods before benefits
are payable – one with a $400 weekly benefit*, and one with a $500
weekly benefit*, if you are under age 70. You will receive 50% of the
maximum weekly benefit if you are between 70 and 75.
(*This plan will offset with other plans.)

• Maximum issue age is 60, coverage to age 75.
• $25,000 Accidental Death Benefit.
• Travel Assistance and Identity Management Services included at no
additional cost.
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Call the OOIDA Medical Benefits
Group at 800-715-9369 for
more information and a quote on
this or other medical benefits available.
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OOIDA

OOIDA congratulates its newest Life and Senior Members

Congratulations
Life Members

Robert Allred
Eric Anderson
Steven Anderson
Edgar Angel
Gary Arrowood
Tina Baird
Edwin Beechy
Mary Berning
Robert Berning
Kathy Berryman
Mark Bertone
Herbert Bickel
Philip Bodanza
William Bos
Randy Britten
Richard Brooks
Russell Brooks
Terry Brown
Tony Brown
Terry Bryant
John Burley
Rockney Butzer
Jeffrey Byron
Coolie Callahan
Mike Campbell
Jerome Canessa
Rickey Capps
Joseph Carbeno
Robert Carr
David Casanova
Ronald Charlebois
Fred Christy
Robert Clark

Allan Cook
Eddie Cook
Stephen Cook
Randy J. Creighton
James Crisp
Larry Curtis
John Dahl
Hector Davila
Cynthia Davis
Michael Davis
Jerry De La Barre
Michael De Vos
Billie Dean
Harold Defever
Jose Diaz
Tim Doman
Arthur Dubroski
Michael Duggins Sr.
Craig Evans
Carl Ezell
Kenneth Farrand
Mike Fest
Charles Finch
Clarence Fisher Jr.
Steve Folkens
Jeff Foster
John Foster
John Francis
Jeffery Freeman
Eugene Frost Jr.
Willie Gabriel
Ronald Gallant
Scott Gay

Greg Gieswein
Warren Gifford III
Johnny Gill
Verlin Gingerich
Robert Glover
Kevin Goettl
Domoni Goings
Marshall Grady
Gordon Graham
John Graham
Arlington Grant
Thomas Griffis
Philip Guidry
Michael Gully
Allen Gunn
Matthew Hadley
Jeffrey Haines
Dwight Hall
James Hallstrom
Johnny Haney
Timothy Hanlon Sr.
Leslie Hart
Robert Hehn
David Helgerson
Richard Hemchak
Brian Hilliker
Russell Hoaglin
Ellis Holder
Roger Holliday
Jerry Hoover
David Huddleston
David Hudgins
Homer Hudson

Senior Members
Scott Adams
Yasien K. Ahmed
Purcell Albright
Rob Arnold
Charles M. Baker
Gary R. Barton
Danial Bashore
James E. Bateman Jr.
Michael Baxter
Dale H. Benning
Paul Bones
Paul E. Bones
Steve A. Bones
William R. Bowers
Freddie Bridgewater
Rudy F. Briscoe
Danny J. Buffum
Jeffrey A. Busam
Tracy L. Childs
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Albert F. Covell
Barry D. Cox
Johnnie O. Cozby Sr.
Claudia Curtis
Robert N. Davies
John Alvin Davis
Christopher J. Diehl
Connie Downey
Thomas S. Feather Jr.
Dennis E. Felker
Arthur L. Folks Sr.
Bradley E. Fopma
Douglas W. Gehring
Michael Paul Gillispie
David P. Goldizen Jr.
John Graham
Robert E. Grenlund
Kurt W. Gronwaldt
David Harris

Vonnie Harris II
Lennal P. Harrison
Katrina M. Harshaw
Allen D. Heesch
Joseph Interlandi Jr.
Gladys M. Johnson
Michael G. Johnson
Keith L. Junker
Brian J. Keeling
Cynthia R. Lakey
Gordon M. Latham
Eugene Lawrence
Matthew J. Leins
Rhonda Leins
Tamera L. Leins
Tim L. Leins
Michael B. Lemons
Susan L. Ley
Tom McClarran III

Roger Hudson
Gary Hunt
James Inman
Randy Jackson
Randy Jensen
Richard Jett Jr.
Richard Johnson
William Johnson
Ralf Jones
Kelly Jons
Brian Kelly
Kenneth Keressi
Robert Kern
Kevin Kimball
Patrick Kriese
Peter Krill
Norman Lassen Jr.
Lloyd Loewen
John Lommerts
Christina Long
Louis Lwowski
Randy Mabbitt
Earl Majette
Keith Marshall
Dwight Martin
Warren Martin
Mitchell Mason
Gene McCook
Dennis Meyer
Kevin Miller
Joseph Miskiewicz
Charles Mitchell
Timothy Morgan

Patrick Morris
David Morse
Randy Morse
Wayne Muhsemann
James Murray
Erich Nanke
Peter Nijsse
Charles Noll
Kevin O’Keefe
Thomas Olsen
Robert Olson
Mark Osborne
Timothy Oster
Terry Overcash
Jerald Packard
Steven Pedersen
Somchanh Phommaline
Deloris Pond
Michael Pope
Michael Popp
Tammy Purdum
Leon Quaday
John Quintero
John Reed
Keith Reimer
Herbert Riddell Sr.
William Rightsell
Ronald Roberson
Jimmy Robinson
Donald Rogers
Dennis Rollison Sr.
Tim Selph
Fred Siebert

Lawrence Sigwald
Dennis Smith
Kenneth Smith
Roy D. Solice
Michael Stanislawski
John Steger
Herb Stratton
Mellody Streff
David Stubbs
Roger Sutter
James Svenson
Rick Swenson
James Taylor
Randy Tetrick
John Tisdale
James Tyler
Roger Uhlenhake
Harold Van Vliet
Randall Voltenburg
Larry Warnecke
Matthew Webb
George White
Andrew Whitson
Herold Whittle
Christian Wilkins
John Wilson
Timothy Wilson Sr.
Ethan Wrisinger
Andrew Yoder
Neal Yount
Robert Zirkle

Call 816-229-5791 or visit
OOIDA.com to join today.
John McCormick
Daniel J. McCoy
Donald E. McGee II
Thomas O. McLaughlin Jr.
Leslie McLimore
Dago Medina
John Mehorter
Enes Milanovic
Stephen R. Mitchell
L. S. Moore Jr.
Michael P. Moran
Darwin Murphy
Alan M. Murray
Bryan E. Nelson
Milenko Neric
Darrell A. Oscarson
Monica Parker
Claudio Perez
Ron M. Phelps

Tom Pomeroy
Robert A. Potter
James J. Pressley
Renee Putman
Timothy Putman
Michael A. Reed
Ronald B. Rooth
Rodman J. Runnalls
Francisco J. Sanchez
Joseph T. Saputo
Andrew E. Schieck
Eric J. Schroeder
Dan Sclipei
Kevin Scott
John Daniel Sebastian
William E. Sellers
Mike Shaffer
David A. Shanholtzer
Larry Sibray

Glenn M. Smith
Michael D. Sumner
Paul Swiderski
Dan Truitt Thompson
Justin Travis Thompson
Bradley W. Thronson
David W. Tillman
Tim Toon
Jason Trott
Kimberly K. Trott
Kevin Vande Kamp
Vincent J. Wiegand
Rick D. Williams
Shawn Christopher Wood
James B. Woods
Wilbur A. Wright
Jason S. Yost Sr.
Jeffrey Youngblood
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STRANGE

THINGS
FILTHY

&

LIES

By Wendy Parker, STAFF WRITER
B

The road can be a wild and wonderful place. It’s like the internet come true, only with fewer cats
and more “nekkid as hell” characters, most of which have no business being publicly nekkid as
hell. Today’s crazy world may have satire taking a last, gasping breath, but there remain notable
h
and mentionable strange things. Of course, you can’t serve up an order of strange things without
a
at least fair warning of the possibility of filthy lies. For legal purposes, and all.
a

It’s not a coincidence the word “lumper” showed up in
written language somewhere around the time
Genghis Khan was rocking his way through
Asia. 1218 AD was a great year for
lumpers – Genghis and the boys
were super-busy terrorizing and
pillaging Persia, and they needed
folks to scurry along behind
the swath of destruction,
loading and unloading
spoils of war.
I have it on good
authority that Genghis
himself named the trade
by telling the firstever orientation class
to grab everything
they could get their
hands on or he
would “lump” their
bodies in the pile
of dead villagers
he intended to leave
behind.
Of course, Genghis
was immediately called
into HR and forced
to attend sensitivity
classes, which made him
late for a pretty important
meeting in Russia, where
he may or may not have
perished from deathby-castration. But that’s
another story.
Clearly, the social climates
were different when Genghis
was in charge. Society has evolved and horrors like
sensitivity training are things of the past. Generations of
lumpers also evolved – they were no longer forced into
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service by the threat of a thorough pillaging. Like every
good virus, the trade morphed to survive.
Later historical definitions of “lumper” describe,
“A low thief who haunts wharves and docks, and robs
vessels, also a person who sells old goods as new,”
because pirates were the Genghis of the Seas, and they
needed lumpers, too.
Arrrgh.
Somewhere during the 200-years between the demise
of Anne Bonny and the rise of Bonnie and Clyde,
someone realized that extortion was OK as long as
a Comdata check was involved. Granted, the origins
of lumping in modern-day America were dictated by
organized crime, but hey – business is business, right?
Mugsy, Bugsy and the Teflon Don were proud of
lumping’s earning ability until The Motor Carrier Act
of 1980 came along and messed everything up with,
Section 15, addressing “the problem that some motor
carriers and owner-operators have had with being
coerced by so-called ‘lumpers’ into paying to have their
trucks loaded and unloaded – regardless of whether the
trucker is willing to perform the services himself.”
Party poopers.
Which brings us around to the
subject of “loads we don’t mind
paying someone else to
handle.”
(That segue was
a gift from the
colorectal
health
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Genghis Khan invented lumpers

community, and it was beautiful.)
Technology, ease of use and rise in popularity of
fecal immunochemical testing has facilitated the
shipping and receiving of human poop-in-a-box to
numbers that may exceed millions by 2025.
Make no mistake – these tests are life-saving, and
it’s a huge stride in our abilities as humans to seek
and destroy colon cancer. They’re also a perfect
tool for people like truckers, who rarely have three
days to do a colorectal prep for preventative tests.
(Most drivers I know go to the bathroom twice
a day – three at most. This handy little kit lets
you load the box and drop it off at a designated
shipper anywhere in the country – no appointment
necessary. Look into it – take care of yourself.
You’re the most valuable piece of equipment you
have).
Now, doesn’t the idea of shipping a million
or more boxes of carefully collected human
poop around make the notion of lumpers more
appealing? Roll up to the dock with a poop-deck
and happily hand over the check.
“Why certainly you may unload this shipment of
human excrement, kind sir. Good day to thee!”
Don’t forget to tip your feather cap.
It also bears to note there may be some confusion
as to how poop-in-the-box should be placarded. Is it
hazardous? That might wholly depend on what the
contributor had for lunch or whether or not they ate
lead paint as a kid.
Is it too ironic to think that we can find cancer in
poop but we can’t decide how to properly placard it
for transport?
These are deep thoughts you can consider while
breathlessly awaiting the next installment, when
we discuss the validity of rumors and innuendo
surrounding filthy lies. LL
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TWIC or not to TWIC
Like many, I have had a
federal Transportation Workers
Identification Card since the program
was started. After getting the full
background check and paying
the tasty sum of $150, I can enter
restricted facilities and keep America
safe. At least that is the idea. I smell
money.
In my former life as a cool car
hauler, I loaded high-end cars
in many of the ports around the
country. Some ports required the
TWIC, but surprisingly many did

I was found to be
who I said I was, not
a threat to the free
world, and given a
spiffy looking badge
and gate pass with
magic numbers and
bar codes. I felt
validated.
not. For obvious reasons, I won’t
name those who do not, but from
what I have seen TWIC has more
holes than Swiss cheese. The Port
of Baltimore requires the TWIC, as
well as truck and driver info, before
being allowed to access the terminal.
The Port of Brunswick, Ga., requires
the TWIC, as well as a Georgia Port
card issued at the administration
office. That seemed a bit redundant.
Two cards equal the same info, but
it’s their rule. No cards and you pay
90 LAND LINE

$125 for an escort to your customer.
I smell money.
Since changing carriers, I still have
made use of the TWIC on several
occasions. At the Port of Norfolk,
Va., not only did they require the
whole TWIC gig but they searched
my truck, sleeper and side boxes,
including the trapdoor that held the
potty waste tank. No contraband in
there either.
Roll forward to a few weeks ago.
I had to pick up a high-tech military
trailer in an Army depot. Greeted at
the gate by a military police sergeant,
we exchanged magic numbers, and
I parked in a secure area and went
into the administration office for
the credential check. I produced
my paperwork, CDL, TWIC and
contact info. I was promptly told
TWIC is not accepted because it
is easily counterfeited. Really?
Surprising, considering the card has
all the biometrics, a gold chip with
the personal info, as well as the zip
strip on the back. That makes me so
proud of the $150 fee I paid to be a
safe-and-secure member of trucking
society. I smell money.
After the gentleman in the
administration office behind the
bulletproof glass window ran a full
FBI background check, took my
fingerprints and my photo, I had a
20-minute wait for the verdict. I was
found to be who I said I was, not a
threat to the free world, and given a
spiffy looking badge and gate pass
with magic numbers and bar codes. I
felt validated. I was then escorted to
my pickup point, and the day went

much smoother.
Trucking on down to my
destination, which was also a secure
Army base, I figured my mystery
ID problems were solved. Well,
almost. The military police were
very cordial, but matter-of-fact, as
expected. The TWIC, again, proved
useless. I offered it, as always, and
was politely told that is not accepted
or recognized there either. After a
quick ID check and a showing of my
billing and magic numbers, I was
again proven to be an upstanding
citizen and given access. Delivery
went smoothly, and the world is a
safer place.
So, the moral of the story is this:
We spend $150 for a background
check for a federal ID card that, in
my opinion, is second to useless.
After a few years, we spend another
$150 for a renewal of the same
useless card. I can count on fingers
and toes the number of facilities
where the cards are not even
checked. In my case, as I am sure
with many drivers, the facility that
handles the application, background
and issuance of the card is nowhere
near my residence, even though I
live near a major city. That translates
to a full lost day in the car ride over
and back.
I still smell money. Lost money. I
see little return on my investment.
But the thing that bothers me the
most is the TWIC program that
was designed to keep the bad guys
out of sensitive areas needs to be
redesigned, updated or scrapped
altogether. LL
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2019 OOIDA scholarship
recipients announced
By Mark Schremmer,
associate editor

For more than 20 years, the
OOIDA Mary Johnston Scholarship
Fund has helped the children,
grandchildren or legal dependents
of OOIDA members pay for higher education.
During OOIDA’s Board of Directors meetings this spring in
Grain Valley, Mo., the scholarship committee announced the
latest class of scholarship recipients. Each year, one $2,000
scholarship and four $1,000 scholarships are awarded. An
alternate also is named each year.
Here are the 2019 winners.

Briana Jimenez, who received the $2,000 scholarship,
is the stepdaughter of OOIDA member Edgar Escalera of
Omaha, Neb. Briana is scheduled to graduate from Omaha’s
Millard West High School in May. She received an acceptance
letter from the University of Nebraska-Omaha, where she
intends to major in pre-medicine.

Kincaid Johnson is the stepdaughter of member Philip
Ward of Nocona, Texas. Kincaid is scheduled to graduate
from Nocona’s Prairie Valley High School in May. She
received an acceptance letter from Texas Tech University,
where she intends to major in kinesiology and pre-physical
therapy.
Emily Holland is the granddaughter of life member Rome
Carl Ladd Jr. of Harmony, N.C. Emily is scheduled to graduate
from North Iredell High School in Olin, N.C., in June. She
plans to study elementary education and special education at
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Hunter Eaton is the grandson of life member James
Scales of Ararat, Va. Hunter is scheduled to graduate from
Mount Airy High School in North Carolina this June. He plans
to major in forestry at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University.

Diana Tkachuk is the daughter of senior member Mikhail
Tkachuk of Newburgh, Ind. Diana is scheduled to graduate
from Newburgh’s Castle High School in May. She plans to
major in business management at the University of Evansville.

Caitlynn Doyle, who was named the alternate, is the
granddaughter of life member Jackie Doyle of Goodland,
Kan. She is scheduled to graduate from Chaparral High
School in Anthony, Kan., in May. Caitlynn plans to major in
biochemistry and neuroscience at Colorado State University.
A more detailed story about the scholarship recipients will
be in the July edition of Land Line. LL
JUNE 2019
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Replace Your
Rusted Coolant Tubes
With Stainless Steel

FREE

SHIPPING
Mention
this ad!

SouthpointeRadiator.com

DROP TODAY.
CASH TODAY.

NON-RECOURSE FACTORING

l FREE DIRECT DEPOSIT l FREE SETUP/APPLICATIONS
l FREE CREDIT CHECKS 24/7
l FREE FUEL CARDS
l NO RESERVES HELD
l FREE TRANSFLO

816.220.1700
XFACTORS.NET

Family Owned for Over 30 Years

1-888-780-4894

OOIDA

CORPORATE
SPONSOR

www.downtimeclaims.com
Trucking Attorneys
• Business Interruption Claims
• Trucking Accidents
Free Initial
Consultation
• Insurance Claims
• Loss of Use/Income/Loads

(904) 278-7688
info@downtimeclaims.com

The Great American Chrome Shop caters to owner operators
Bumpers • Stacks
Bugshields • Train Horns
Sunvisors

Bugscreens • Dash Accessories
Polishing & Sealing
Tank Covers • Fenders
Mudflaps & Accessories
Full Line of Lighting & LEDs

CRUISE CONTROLS!
DRIVE IN COMFORT!
HEAVY DUTY CRUISE CONTROLS
for all mechanical diesel engines.

$645.00
• Pays for itself with a guaranteed fuel savings of . 2/mpg
• 2-Year 250,000 mile parts warranty!
• Kits for any class diesel truck. Includes electronic hand
throttle!
• Replaces any outdated or discontinued cruise system.

CRUISE KING, LLC. 507-334-0250
www.cruisecontrolking.com
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Do you qualify for the new
20% deduction introduced in 2018?

TRUCKER TAX HELP
Accountants & CPA’s who have
worked in the trucking industry
n Corporate & Individual Tax Returns
n All 50 States n IRS Issues
n Year-Round Tax Advice

DECKMATE
LADDER

Our customers say it best:
“I have been driving 18 wheelers for the past
42 years. I set up my Corporation and hired
Corporate Capital to do all of my bookkeeping
and tax returns for my business. With them
doing my books I have offset my expenses
each year and pay the minimum in taxes.”
~ Robert Dowdy, Cisco Group, Inc.

A small, portable folding ladder for flatbeds designed
to hook onto the rub rails. A bolt-on bracket is
required for vans, reefers, straight & dump trucks.

“We guarantee our
services, so call now!”
Ashley Carlson, President/Owner

855-810-4114

n Support bar
n Weighs only 20 lbs.
n Extends to 53 inches
n Folds to 33 inches
n 18-Inches wide
n Anti-skids steps
n Non-pinch hinge
n 400 pounds capacity
n Hangs at convenient
working angle

(806) 665-7990

www.corpcapinc.com

(806) 440-1126 or order online at

www.gotrailerladder.com
Deckmate @

2905 Lake East Drive #150 • Las Vegas, NV 89117

All major credit cards accepted.

LLC

U.S. Distributor

MBA Tax &
Bookkeeping Service
Free Tax Consultation - Limited Time Only!
• Income Tax Preparation
• Bookkeeping
• IRS Problem Resolution
• LLC & Inc Filings

Over 10 Years of
Trucking Tax
Experience!

We can help with Back Taxes, Payment
Agreements, Offers in Compromise and More!

WE KNOW TRUCKING!
Call for Free Tax Organizer!

1-888-407-1669
www.mbataxhelp.com

15% Off

for Land Line readers
Use coupon code: LL
Order Online!
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HeavyHaulHotels.com
15 to 25% Discount
on over 1,600 hotels

FREE, Fast & Easy!

Available to anyone in the trucking industry
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FRE
CONSULTATIE
ON

ARE YOUR
COOLANT TUBES RUSTY?
Replace them with

BH TUBES
made from
stainless steel –
NO more rust!

Strong, Aggressive Trucker Tax Relief

Does the IRS say
you owe money?

STOP the

IRS Tax Monkey!

3 Wage Garnishments
n
3 IRS Seizures
n
3 Offers-in-Compromise
n
3 Bank Levies
n
3 Innocent Spouse
n
3 IRS Audits
n
3 Trucker Bookkeeping
n
3 Tax Prep (Current & Past)
n

900+ different
models in stock!
Custom and
hard-to-find tubes
also available.

• Glider Kits
• Mandrel Bent
• Fast, low-fee
shipping!
• #1 in Customer
Service

1-866-210-5545
www.bhtubes.com
OWNER/OPERATORS WANTED

1-877-966-2477

www.truckertaxtools.com

Flatbed, Van, or Specialized trailers available
or pull your own • Weekly settlements
• Flexible Dispatch •Safety Award Program

800-255-6285
Paola, KS

Since 1958

“YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS”

Currently factoring? Give us a call for a better rate!

We want to be THE FACTOR in your SUCCESS

Fuel advances at
no additional fee
Same day funding
Free Online Broker/
Shipper credit checks
Fax, Email or Transflo
your paperwork

Fuel card program with
discount at the pump
No set-up fees/
contract term requirements
No minimum volume or
invoice size requirements

TRUCK FACTORING SPECIALISTS

APPROVAL BASED ON CUSTOMER NOT PERSONAL CREDIT HISTORY

866-770-7200 www.nealfreeman.com

IFA MEMBER • OOIDA CORPORATE SUPPORTER • APPROVED BY CH ROBINSON TO FACTOR THEIR LOADS HAULED BY YOU

Call 816-229-5791
to advertise
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Taking the hassle out of
dispatching and paperwork
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU:
• Find loads
• Complete broker contracts
• Sign rate sheets
• Gather insurance certificates
• Complete invoicing for O/Os
& small fleet owners
• Provide Big Road Electronic
Log Tracking for O/Os

Save time
and stay
focused on
what you
do best
CONTACT US TODAY

www.maxmilles.com
219-863-1091
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My telephone psychic says
I shouldn’t worry about what’s
going on at the DOT.

5

I believe Congress always
passes the best possible
laws for the trucking industry.

6
7

I like paying more taxes and
fees than I really need to.

8

I learned all I need to know
about leasing rules from my
motor carrier.

9

If I collected all the money
brokers owe me, I’d be in
a higher tax bracket.

10

My dispatcher told me “it
doesn’t get any better than
this,” and I believe him.
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Trucking is a great profession;
I wouldn’t change a thing.
I like being treated like
a second-class citizen.
I took a vow of poverty.

I believe law enforcement is
motivated solely by highway
safety.

Sound ridiculous?
That’s because there’s simply no good reason
not to join the Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Association.
More than 160,000
members already
know this.
Join today.
816-229-5791
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7-8 Joplin Truckers Jamboree at the Joplin 44 Petro in
Joplin, Mo. For more information, go to Joplin44.com.
8-9 Texas Trucking Show, NRG Center, Houston. For
more information, visit TexasTruckingShow.com.
14-15 Oak Grove Truckers Jamboree at the Oak
Grove 70 Petro in Oak Grove, Mo. For more information,
go to OakGrovePetro.com.
15-16 Ohio Vintage Truck Jamboree in Ashland,
Ohio. Go to ohvintrkjam.com for information.
21-23 Great Lakes Truck Show, Cabela’s in Dundee,
Mich. For more information, visit GreatLakesTruckShow.org.
29 Belvidere Heritage Days truck show, Belvidere, Ill.

JULY2019

11-13 Walcott Truckers Jamboree, Iowa 80
Truckstop, Walcott, Iowa. For more information, visit
Iowa80TruckStop.com.
19-20 Gulf Coast Big Rig Truck Show, Mississippi
Coast Convention Center, Biloxi, Miss. For more
information, visit GulfCoastBigRigTruckShow.com.

© ACS Advertisin

g 2010

19-20 Expedite Expo at the Allen County War
Memorial Coliseum in Fort Wayne, Ind. For more
information, visit ExpediteExpo.com or
Facebook.com/ExpediteExpo/.
25-27 Shell Rotella SuperRigs at Trail’s Travel Center,
off I-35 in Albert Lea, Minn. For more information, visit
Rotella.com.
26-28 Top Gun Large Car Shoot Out at Rantoul
National Aviation Center, Rantoul, Ill. For more
information, visit TopGunLargeCarShootout.com.

AUGUST2019

2-4 Carlisle Truck Nationals, Carlisle, Pa.,
Fairgrounds. Details can be found at CarlisleEvents.com.
2-4 Shiawassee County Fair Truck Show at the
Shiawassee Fairgrounds, Corunna, Mich. For more
information, visit Facebook.com/ShiawasseeTruckShow.

Being on the road can get lonely without something
fun and meaningful to ﬁll your down time. You can
make a difference in the life of America’s school
students as a TRUCKER BUDDY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW
YOU CAN BE A TRUCKER BUDDY, GO TO

8-11 National Brockway Truck Show at the CNY
Living History Center and Brockway Truck Museum in
Cortland, N.Y. For more information, visit
BrockwayTrucks.org.
9-10 Waupun Truck-N-Show in Waupun, Wis. For
more information, visit WapunTruckShow.com, call
920-324-9985 or Facebook.com/WaupunTruckNShow/.

WWW.TRUCKERBUDDY.ORG
OR CALL 1-800-MY-BUDDY
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By Terry Scruton LAND LINE NOW NEWS ANCHOR

RAZZBERRIES to
Congress for continuing
to fail to come together and
create an infrastructure package.
We’re more than two years into this
administration, and we’ve got zero to
show for it. Oh sure there have been
a lot of hearings lately, but what’s
come of them? Not a whole lot.
The direness of the problem
was highlighted by a recent report
from the American Road and
Transportation Builders Association,
which found that more than 47,000
bridges in the country are structurally
deficient. What’s more, the rate of
repair has slowed to its lowest level
in five years and – at that current rate
– it would take 80 years to bring all of
those bridges up to snuff.
And why do you suppose that
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ROSES for WSMV, a TV
station out of Nashville, Tenn.,
for its recent reporting on
crashes involving trucks and cars.
Instead of the usual “trucks are evil”
style of report we usually see on
these type of things, this station –
and reporter Alan Frio – reported on
things like the fact that trucks weigh
80,000 pounds and would take 100
yards to stop safely at 55 miles per
hour. You know, actual facts.
Frio actually talked to driver Vernon
Brewer – who has driven 2 million
accident-free miles for UPS freight –
about how many times he’s cut off by
cars every day. The report also cited
stats from the Tennessee Highway
Patrol saying that there were 16,000
crashes involving improper lane
changes in one Tennessee county
over the last 10 years.
No scary trucks. No fearmongering. No quotes from accident
attorneys. Just facts. And the facts
are that in most crashes involving
cars and trucks, the trucks usually
aren’t the ones at fault. Score one for
local news getting the story straight.

razz

berries
rr
repair rate has slowed so much?
Could it be because there’s no
money flowing from Washington?
Could it be because Congress
is so divided they can’t even
agree on something as seemingly
nonpartisan as an infrastructure bill?
When was the last time you saw a
Republican road? Or a Democratic
bridge? The fact is infrastructure
is something we all need. It’s
something that should transcend
party lines. And it’s something
Congress should take action on
right now, before it’s too late.
ROSES to Love’s employee
Ticresha Cox, who saved the
life of trucker Tommy Robinson
at the Love’s Truck Stop in Union City,
Okla., earlier this year. According
to news reports, Robinson stopped
off to get a burger, took one bite
and began to choke. Cox, who was
working nearby, heard him fall and
saw one of the store’s displays move.
She went to check on it and found a
purple-faced Robinson on the floor.
Thinking quickly, Cox yelled for
help and began administering the
Heimlich maneuver, dislodging the
errant burger from Robinson’s throat.
The trucker was fine and made a full
recovery. Cox had only been working
for Love’s for two weeks at the time of

the incident. Here’s hoping she got
a raise.
ROSES to truck driver
Dwayne Crawford and
Arlington, Texas, police Cpl.
Deric Sheriff for their work in saving
the life of a teen who was preparing
to jump off the Kelly Elliott Bridge on
Interstate 20. It happened on March
27, when police had stopped traffic
because of the teen. Cpl. Sheriff –
himself a former truck driver and
OOIDA member – got the idea to flag
down a truck for help.
That truck happened to belong
to Crawford, who maneuvered it
under the bridge beneath where the
teen was standing. Seconds later,
the teen jumped and landed safely
on Crawford’s trailer, with no major
injuries. Hats off to a quick-thinking
officer and a quick-acting trucker for
saving the day.
RAZZBERRIES to the protolling group Move CT Forward
for not only promoting tolls in
Connecticut but also promising
that truckers will foot the bill. In an
advertising campaign earlier this year,
the group released a video saying
that tolls are desperately needed to
maintain Connecticut’s infrastructure.
Apparently terrified of residents in
the state thinking they might actually
have to pay for their own roads, the
advertisement assured the people of
Connecticut that “with tolls, truckers
and out-of-state drivers will pay
more.”
And who is going to pay more for
the goods in all of your stores when
truckers start avoiding your state
because of those expensive tolls? LL

Got an idea for a ROSE
or a RAZZBERRY?
Email Terry_Scruton@LandLineMag.com.
You can also check out Facebook.com/
RosesAndRazzberries.
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